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ABSTRACT

To assess the influence of mountain-scale thermal property model variations on predicted host-rock thermal response, a series of heat conduction calculations were run using a representative two-dimensional cross section of Yucca Mountain. The effects of modeled geologic structure were evaluated through comparisons of results from a single-material, homogeneous model with those from a uniformly layered model, a discontinuous sloping-layered model, and a geostatistical realization of thermal properties. Comparisons indicate that assumed geologic structure can result in up to a 24°C difference in predicted temperature response. Further, thermal simulations of the method used to analyze geostatistical realizations of thermal properties shows promise as an efficient means of capturing geologic structure without the complexities of intricate finite element meshing.

The functional representation of two thermal property models were also investigated. The first examines the effect of using a weighting scheme to define properties for a single, homogenous material model. The second investigates the impact of thermal property temperature dependence on predicted response. As with the investigation of geologic structure, noticeable differences in predicted temperatures (up to 29°C) were found to result.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project (YMP) is currently assessing the feasibility of locating a high-level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The radioactive waste proposed for emplacement at the Yucca Mountain site is composed of spent-fuel assemblies discharged from commercial light-water reactors and high-level waste resulting from plutonium production. As the radioactive isotopes of the waste decay, heat is produced. This thermal load will create a number of stresses on the natural system, ranging from thermally driven expansion of the rock mass to the induction of thermally driven convection cells within the hydrologic system.

No single model currently exists that can capture the complexities of both the physics of thermal process couplings and the key aspects of the engineered and natural systems. As a result, simplifying assumptions are necessary in the development of thermal and thermally coupled process models. One area in which simplifying assumptions are typically made is in the representation of physical properties at Yucca Mountain.

Thermal property representations used in design and performance assessment evaluations of Yucca Mountain typically fall into one of three categories: 1) uniform single material, 2) uniform layered material, and 3) sloping layered material. Missing from this list, is the more realistic approach of combining site-specific data with geostatistical techniques to obtain a spatially correlated distribution of material properties.

Regardless of the representation chosen, predictions of host-rock thermal response are affected by assumptions made regarding the geologic structure of the mountain. It is important therefore to understand the limitations of each category of material property representation and to begin to gain a qualitative understanding of what impacts a spatially heterogenous medium will have on our prediction of thermal and thermally coupled host-rock responses. To assist in this process, a series of heat conduction calculations were run to assess the different thermal property representations currently used by design and performance assessment analysts. Specifically, the purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of different thermal property models on the prediction of temperatures for a representative two dimensional cross section of Yucca Mountain. The thermal models used in this study were created to be as realistic as possible without distorting the original goals of the analysis which were to assess thermal property models. It is hoped that the results presented will provide guidance to design and performance assessment analysts when choosing a thermal modeling approach.

The thermal models developed are transient in nature. All calculations were made assuming a pure conduction environment. In several calculations, however, the thermal effect of boiling pore water was included.

The calculations are grouped into four categories:

1. uniform model using homogeneous, temperature-independent thermal properties,
2. layered model using homogeneous, temperature-independent thermal properties,

1. The term "repository" appears throughout this document and its appendices. The use of the term "repository" to identify the facility or some portion of the facility that may be constructed and operated at Yucca Mountain is not intended to imply that such a facility will be constructed or operated at this site.
3. layered model using temperature-dependent thermal properties,
4. temperature-independent, heterogeneous, spatially correlated thermal properties.

Each group consists of multiple calculations in which different thermal property models and finite element meshes were used. All calculations were done at a single areal power density of 100 kW/acre. Results of the calculations are compared based on temperature difference throughout the entire computational domain.
2.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THERMAL MODELS

2.1 Stratigraphy Cross Section Description

The geologic basis for the thermal models constructed and evaluated in this report is an east-west cross section of Yucca Mountain (Figure 1) developed as part of conceptual-design studies [1] and used in previous thermomechanical modeling of the site [2]. The cross section C-C [1] is located in the northern half of the potential repository block (Figure 2), and captures the east-dipping, layered sequence of welded and nonwelded tuffs that is typical of the repository setting. Major faults offset the layered sequence in the western portion of the cross section.

The cross-sectional model is based on the thermal/mechanical stratigraphy developed by Ortiz et al. [3], in which the primary basis for subdivision is the distinction between low-porosity welded tuff and high-porosity nonwelded materials. Additional distinctions are drawn based on the presence of zeolite alteration minerals within the nonwelded units. The intended repository host-unit has been subdivided into three subunits with the repository horizon identified as the middle unit, TSw2. A conceptual diagram showing the vertical sequence of units and the correlation of the thermal/mechanical units with the more conventional geologic stratigraphy is presented in Figure 3. Generally, the major units are roughly equivalent. However, significant differences in the locations of contacts occur at the top and bottom of major ash-flow sequences, where nonwelded materials with similar thermal and mechanical properties from different eruptive episodes are aggregated together and distinguished from potentially contemporaneous, but typically densely welded, tuffs with markedly different physical properties.

2.2 Heat Transfer Code Description

All thermal calculations presented in this report were made using the nonlinear heat conduction code COYOTE-II [4]. Developed at Sandia National Laboratories to solve multi-dimensional nonlinear heat conduction problems and other types of diffusion problems, COYOTE-II has the capability of solving both steady-state and transient conduction problems with a variety of boundary conditions. COYOTE-II, which is part of the ACCESS system [5], uses the EXODUS [6] data base for pre- and post-processing.

2.3 Description of Finite-Element Meshes

Two, two-dimensional planar meshes were used to perform all thermal calculations, a horizontal-layer mesh and a sloped-layer mesh. Each mesh was constructed from the C-C cross section [1] shown in Figure 1 and contains both near-field and far-field information. The boundaries of the meshes were extended horizontally and vertically beyond the regions shown in Figure 1 to minimize the impact of applied boundary conditions over the modeled time frame.

The location of the repository heat source was based on a multi-level repository concept documented in Reference. 7. The repository layout consists of two emplacement regions, an upper and lower block. The upper block is situated to the west of the main drift access and contains approxi-
mately 900 acres of waste emplacement area. The upper block slopes in two sections (one at 0.5% and the other at 2.0%) from an elevation of 1064.6 m at the northern end to 1111.0 m at the southern end of the block. The emplacement region defined to the east of the main drift, the lower block, provides approximately 220 acres of waste emplacement area. The vertical location of the lower block is approximately 70 m below the upper block.

For the assumed waste characteristics and a 100 kW/acre loading, only the upper block is needed for waste emplacement. The upper block was modeled at an elevation of 1066.8 m, consistent with the fact that the C-C cross section cuts through the northern end of the repository. The repository heat source was modeled as 1124 m long and 1.83 m thick. These dimensions are consistent with the typical length of an emplacement drift in the upper block and the diameter of a large multi-purpose cask placed in an in-drift configuration [8].

The sloped-layer mesh was created from digitized points from the C-C cross section [1]. Figure 4 shows the sloped-layer mesh including both near- and far-field regions. The mesh contains 5118 nodes and 4999 four node quadrilateral finite-elements. Figure 5 shows an enlarged view of the near-field portion of the sloped-layer mesh. In this region, element density is highest to accommodate large temperature gradients generated by the repository. The sloped-layer mesh contains several fault zones identified in Figure 1. These fault zones are modeled based on location only. The different material property regions contained within the sloped-layer mesh are shown in Figure 6. Several thermal/mechanical units identified in the C-C cross section were combined to form a single unit. Thermal/mechanical units TSw2 and TSw3 were combined and CHn1z, CHn2z, and CHn3z were combined. The units were combined because either the thermal properties of the units were very similar or the units were relatively thin.

The horizontal-layer mesh shown in Figure 7 was created by using the outer boundary coordinates of the sloped-layer mesh. Vertical thicknesses of each thermal/mechanical unit of the horizontal-layer mesh were determined from a vertical line projected through the center of the repository region of the sloped-layer mesh. The mesh contains 8289 nodes and 8161 four node quadrilateral finite-elements. Figure 8 shows an enlarged view of the near-field portion of the mesh. Figure 9 shows the different material property regions contained within the mesh. The thermal/mechanical units modeled are defined identically to those for the sloped-layer mesh.
Figure 1. Thermal Stratigraphy in Cross Section C-C at Yucca Mountain [1].
Figure 2. Map of Yucca Mountain Showing the Cross Section C-C Location [2].
Figure 3. Correlation diagram showing correspondence between thermal/mechanical nomenclature (Ortiz et al. [3]) and conventional geologic stratigraphic names. Mismatches of contacts arises from emphasis on similar physical properties for thermal/mechanical subdivision. Potential repository host horizon is Topopah Spring welded unit 2 (TSw2). Not to scale.
Figure 7. Horizontal-Layer Finite Element Mesh Including Both Far- and Near-Field Regions.
Figure 9. Thermal Stratigraphy for the Horizontal-Layer Finite Element Mesh.
2.4 Description of Calculations and Thermal Property Data

The following is a brief description of the series of calculations that were made for this study. Table 1 summarizes the calculations that were performed. This section also presents the thermal property data used for each calculation. Much of the thermal property data used originated from the Yucca Mountain Reference Information Base (RIB).

The calculations are grouped into four different categories:

1. uniform model using homogeneous, temperature-independent thermal properties obtained from the RIB,
2. layered model using homogeneous, temperature-independent thermal properties at each layer obtained from the RIB,
3. layered model using temperature-dependent thermal properties obtained from the RIB,\(^2\)
4. temperature-independent, heterogeneous, spatially correlated thermal properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calculation Number</th>
<th>Calculation Name</th>
<th>Calculation Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>UCRHL</td>
<td>Uniform Homogeneous Temperature-Independent Thermal Properties Using RIB TS(w_2) and Horizontal-Layer Mesh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>LVRHL</td>
<td>Layered Temperature-Dependent Thermal Properties, Using RIB Data and the Horizontal-Layer Mesh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>GC1HL</td>
<td>Temperature-Independent, Heterogeneous, Spatially Correlated Thermal Properties, Using Horizontal-Layer Mesh.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.1 Uniform Mesh Using Homogeneous Temperature-Independent Thermal Properties Obtained From The RIB

By assuming that the mountain can be represented by a single homogeneous material with constant properties, analytical solutions to the heat conduction equation are possible. This type of solution is particularly useful in performance assessment and design related calculations since it allows for the accurate representation of the repository layout through the discrete modeling of each waste package [9].

For this study, the uniform homogeneous temperature-independent thermal properties category includes the calculations described as UCRHL and UCG4HL. The thermal properties of both cal-

\(^2\) The temperature dependencies referred to in this report are derived temperature-based descriptions that allow the conduction code COYOTE-II to account for the effect of the latent heat of vaporization of water on heat capacitance \((pc_p)\) and the effect of saturation on thermal conductivity \((k)\).
Calculations were homogenous throughout the entire mesh and were not a function of temperature. The existence of the water table was not taken into account and simulation of boiling water in the pores of the rock was not included. Both calculations use the horizontal-layer finite-element mesh with no distinction between material layers.

UCRHL used thermal properties obtained from the RIB for thermal/mechanical unit TSw2. Table 2 lists the thermal properties used for calculation UCRHL.

### Table 2. Thermal Properties Used for Calculation UCRHL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)</th>
<th>Heat Capacity (J/m²K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Units</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1414x10^9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The thermal property data used for calculation UCG4HL were determined using thermal resistance and capacitance weighting functions along with thermal property data from the RIB to determine a consistent set of properties similar to calculation UCRHL. The weighting functions also utilized stratigraphic thicknesses obtained from drill hole USW G-4.

The effective thermal conductivity was calculated using the following relationship:

\[
keff = \frac{L_{\text{tot}}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{L_i}{k_i}}
\]

(EQ 1)

where

- \(k_{\text{eff}}\) - is the effective thermal conductivity of all units,
- \(L_{\text{tot}}\) - is the total length of all units,
- \(L_i\) - is the length of thermal/mechanical unit \(i\),
- \(k_i\) - is the thermal conductivity of thermal/mechanical unit \(i\).

The effective thermal capacitance was calculated using the following relationship:

\[
(p_{c_p})_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (p_{c_p})_i \cdot L_i}{L_{\text{tot}}}
\]

(EQ 2)

where

- \((p_{c_p})_{\text{eff}}\) - effective heat capacity of all units,
- \((p_{c_p})_i\) - heat capacity of thermal/mechanical unit \(i\),
- \(L_{\text{tot}}\) - is the total length of all units,
- \(L_i\) - is the length of thermal/mechanical unit \(i\).

Table 3 lists elevations and thermal data for each thermal/mechanical unit for which thermal data was available, and also lists the effective thermal properties used for calculation UCG4HL. The values for heat capacity shown in Table 3 represent average values from the RIB for temperatures
less than 94°C. For the regions below CHn2, property values were not available in the RIB, therefore CHn2 properties were assumed to exist at and below this unit.

Table 3. Thermal Properties and Contact Depths of Thermal/Mechanical Units for Drill Hole USW G-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Upper Contact (m)</th>
<th>Lower Contact (m)</th>
<th>Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)</th>
<th>Heat Capacity (J/m²K)</th>
<th>Thermal Resistance (K/W)</th>
<th>Thermal Capacitance (J/K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCw</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>2.031×10⁶</td>
<td>21.82</td>
<td>73.127×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTn</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>2.29×10⁶</td>
<td>44.82</td>
<td>84.910×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSw1</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>204.2</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>2.078×10⁶</td>
<td>81.31</td>
<td>270.283×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSw2</td>
<td>204.2</td>
<td>393.5</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.141×10⁶</td>
<td>90.14</td>
<td>405.367×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSw3</td>
<td>393.5</td>
<td>409.3</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>2.053×10⁶</td>
<td>12.34</td>
<td>32.437×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHnlv</td>
<td>409.3</td>
<td>414.5</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.565×10⁶</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>13.339×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHn1z</td>
<td>414.5</td>
<td>518.5</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>2.671×10⁶</td>
<td>81.25</td>
<td>277.774×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHn2</td>
<td>518.5</td>
<td>535.2</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>2.551×10⁶</td>
<td>12.85</td>
<td>42.605×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>348.86</td>
<td>1199.841×10⁶</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.2 Layered Model Using Homogeneous Temperature-Independent Thermal Properties at Each Layer Obtained From the RIB

Although details of the engineered aspects of the repository can be captured using models that rely on homogeneous temperature-independent descriptions of Yucca Mountain, the resulting temperature predictions are affected by the lack of resolution in geologic structure. In order to evaluate the importance of this structure, two models were investigated; the first relying on a uniform horizontal layering of materials (LCRHL) and the second on a discontinuous sloped layering (LCRSL). In these calculations, thermal properties were assumed to vary as a function of thermal/mechanical unit, but were independent of temperature. Table 4 lists the thermal properties used for each thermal/mechanical unit which were obtained from the RIB.

Table 4. Thermal Properties Used for Calculations LCRHL and LCRSL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)</th>
<th>Heat Capacity (J/m²K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCw</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>2.031×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTn</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>2.229×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSw1</td>
<td>2.078×10⁶</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSw2 &amp; 3</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.135×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHnlv</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.565×10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHn1z &amp; 2</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>2.654×10⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within each unit, the thermal properties of the rock were assumed to be homogeneous with no lateral or vertical variation. The values shown in Table 4 are average values for temperatures less than 94°C. For the regions below CHn2, property values were not available in the RIB, therefore CHn2 properties were assumed to exist at and below this unit. The existence of the water table
was not taken into account and simulation of boiling water in the pores of the rock was not included. LCRHL uses the horizontal-layer finite-element mesh and LCRSL uses the sloped-layer finite-element mesh.

2.4.3 Layered Model Using Temperature-Dependent Thermal Properties Obtained From The RIB

The LCRHL and LCRSL formulations discussed in the previous section provide a basis for evaluating the importance of physical structure on predicted thermal profiles. Another aspect that was chosen for examination is the effect related to the energy required to boil pore water within a given thermal/mechanical unit. The layered, temperature-dependent thermal properties category, which includes the LVRHL and LVRSL calculations, was developed to address this issue. In these calculations, thermal properties were assumed to vary as a function of thermal/mechanical unit as well as temperature. Table 5 lists the thermal properties for each thermal/mechanical unit. Within each unit, the thermal properties of the rock were assumed to be homogeneous with no lateral or vertical variation. LVRHL uses the horizontal-layer finite-element mesh and LVRSL uses the sloped-layer finite-element mesh.

To simulate the boiling of water in the pores of the rock, properties for three different temperature ranges were defined (i.e., an apparent specific heat method for modeling the latent heat of vaporization). For thermal conductivity, the estimated values shown in Table 5 represent in situ values for temperatures at or below 94°C. It is assumed that these values do not change until a nominal onset of boiling temperature of 94°C is reached. Above this temperature all the pore water is assumed to vaporize. The volumetric heat capacity is broken into three temperature ranges, below boiling, boiling, and above boiling. All values for volumetric heat capacity shown in Table 5 represent average values obtained from the RIB over each temperature range. For the regions below CHn2, property values were not available in the RIB, therefore CHn2 properties were assumed to exist at and below this unit. The existence of the water table was not taken into account. The COYOTE-II user subroutines representing Table 5 thermal properties are presented in Appendix D.

Table 5. Thermal Properties Used for Calculation LVRHL and LVRSL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)</th>
<th>Heat Capacity (J/m²K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( T \leq 94°C )</td>
<td>( T &gt; 94°C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCw</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTn</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSw1</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSw2 &amp; 3</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHn1v</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHn1z &amp; 2</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4.4 Heterogeneous Spatially Correlated Models

As a natural geologic setting, Yucca Mountain is not ideally represented by a single material model, a horizontally layered model, or a sloping layered model. Thermal/mechanical unit designations are artificial dividers. Within any thermal/mechanical unit, variations in material properties are likely to exist. These variations could significantly impact predictions of the host rock's response to waste emplacement. In order to begin addressing the issue of heterogeneity in thermal properties, spatially correlated geostatistical simulations of thermal properties were developed and implemented within the COYOTE-II code [4] through the use of user subroutines. Details of the method used to map the spatially correlated geostatistical simulations onto the finite element meshes are given in Appendix A.

Spatially correlated fields were produced for both thermal conductivity and bulk density. Bulk density ($\rho_b$) was converted to heat capacity ($\rho c_p$) for input to COYOTE-II [4] using a constant value of 1184.2 J/kg-K for specific heat ($c_p$) according to the relationship:

$$\rho c_p = \rho_b c_p.$$  \hspace{1cm} (EQ 3)

A single model was produced to investigate the effects of varying degrees of spatial heterogeneity. The calculational model, GC1HL, was intended to capture the spatial variability implied by a well-layered conceptual model of Yucca Mountain comprised of alternating welded and non-welded rock types. To construct this model, porosity data for a composite "drill hole" based on a vertical combination of drill holes USW G-4 and USW G-3/GU-3 were replicated at three locations across the calculational cross section of Yucca Mountain. Very sparse data from another drill hole, USW H-1, was replicated at three intervening locations in an attempt to avoid producing "perfect" spatial correlation. These data were used to condition sequential Gaussian simulations [10] of porosity [11]. A spatial correlation length of 5,000 m with a horizontal-to-vertical anisotropy ratio of 20:1 was assumed in order to expand the conditioning data away from the locations of the composite "drill holes." The simulated porosity cross section was generated in stratigraphic coordinates, with elevations measured relative to a well-defined contact at the base of the Tiva Canyon welded thermal/mechanical unit (TCw). This spatial array of porosity values was then converted to thermal conductivity values using Equation 4:

$$k_f = C_0 + C_1 T + C_2 S + C_3 \phi,$$  \hspace{1cm} (EQ 4)

where $k_f$ is thermal conductivity, $T$ is temperature, $S$ is saturation, and $\phi$ is porosity. $C_0$, $C_1$, $C_2$, and $C_3$ are coefficients derived from multiple regression analyses and are given in Table 6. Porosities were converted to bulk density values using Equation 5:

$$\rho_b = 2.3527 - (2.3983 \phi),$$  \hspace{1cm} (EQ 5)

where $\rho_b$ is bulk density and $\phi$ is porosity. This regression relationship has a coefficient of determination ($r^2$) of 0.993 [11]. The converted spatial arrays of $\rho_b$ and $k_f$ were then transformed into real-world coordinates and offset by faulting as interpreted from cross section C-C [1]. The resulting, spatially correlated, density and thermal conductivity fields are shown in Figure 10. Statistical summaries of these fields are presented in Table 7, and the univariate distribution of values is shown in Figure 11.
Figure 10. Spatially correlated heterogeneous models of (a) thermal conductivity and (b) bulk density corresponding to calculational models GCH1HL. Range of spatial correlation is 5,000 m.
Figure 11. Histograms of material properties corresponding to calculational model GC1HL. (a) thermal conductivity; (b) bulk density.

Table 6. Coefficients from Multiple Regression Relationships Relating Thermal Conductivity and Porosity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Low Temperature, T ≤ 100°C</th>
<th>High Temperature, T &gt; 100°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Welded</td>
<td>Nonwelded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_0$</td>
<td>1.748256</td>
<td>1.25031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_1$</td>
<td>$3.529412 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$2.096154 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_2$</td>
<td>0.4347434</td>
<td>0.58535891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_3$</td>
<td>-3.210442</td>
<td>-2.23816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Analyses</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple r²</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Statistical Summary of Geostatistical Model GC1HL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Thermal Conductivity W/m-K</th>
<th>Bulk Density g/cm³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>1.593</td>
<td>1.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std. dev.</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>2.128</td>
<td>2.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median</td>
<td>1.675</td>
<td>1.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correlation length</td>
<td>5000 m</td>
<td>5000 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5 Repository Heat Generation and Decay Heat

This section describes the relationships used to calculate the decay-heat characteristics of spent-fuel canisters and the repository thermal loading. The volumetric heat source that was applied to the finite-element mesh was generated using user subroutines within COYOTE-II [4]. These subroutines are presented in Appendix D.

The thermal decay characteristics of the spent nuclear fuel was represented by a six-term exponential of the following form:

\[ P(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{6} a_i \exp(-b_i t) \]  

(EQ 1)

where, \( P(t) \) is the thermal power output in Watts per MTU, \( a_i \) and \( b_i \) are fitted constants and \( t \) is time in years since discharge from the reactor. The fitted coefficients for the six-term exponential decay curve representative of the decay of 42,200 MWd/MTU were obtained using data from the Characteristics Data Base [12] and the same method presented in the RIB. These coefficients are normalized to 22.5 years out-of-reactor. Figure 12 shows the decay curve represented by Equation 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( i )</th>
<th>( a_i )</th>
<th>( b_i ) (yr(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02068</td>
<td>0.21903x10(^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.14450</td>
<td>0.13263x10(^{-2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.13185</td>
<td>0.61814x10(^{-2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.01238</td>
<td>0.12091x10(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.67719</td>
<td>0.23888x10(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.01340</td>
<td>0.111839</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 100-kW/acre areal power density was converted to volumetric power density for use in the finite-element models. The areal-power density was converted to total power using an equivalent repository foot print in acres. Then using the equivalent volume of the repository, the power density was computed. For the 100-kW/acre case, only the upper-level repository was used. This equated to a power volumetric density of 13.5 W/m\(^3\).

2.6 Boundary and Initial Conditions

Boundary conditions were chosen to be representative and to provide similarity among the different calculations. Figure 13 shows the boundary conditions applied to all thermal models for both steady-state and transient calculations. A constant-temperature boundary condition was applied to the bottom far-field surface, and a convective boundary condition was applied to the upper surface of the mesh. All other surfaces were assumed adiabatic. Initial conditions used for transient calculations were generated by performing a steady-state calculation using the above boundary conditions, assuming no repository is present.
Figure 12. Decay Heat Curve Used for All Calculations (from Equation 6).

Figure 13. Thermal Boundary Conditions Applied to Horizontal-Layer Mesh.
3.0 RESULTS

3.1 Presentation of Results

Results from calculations defined in Table 1 are presented here in the form of color temperature contour maps. Only the near-field portion of the solutions are presented because they are adequate for resolving the heat flow that occurs for the first 1000 years of simulation time.

For the sake of brevity, only selected calculational results are presented. Each calculation employed fixed time step in conjunction with an implicit time-integration scheme. Scoping calculations using the horizontal-layer mesh took approximately 75 minutes of CPU time, and scoping calculations using the sloped-layer mesh took approximately 50 minutes of CPU time, both for a 5000-year transient simulation. All calculations were performed on a Cray-YMP8/864 using Unix- cos 7.0.4.

Results of each calculation are shown at four different times: 50 years, 100 years, 500 years, and 1000 years. Table 9 summarizes each calculation with respect to maximum temperature obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calculation Name</th>
<th>Max Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Time at which Max Temp. Occurs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UCRHL</td>
<td>178.9</td>
<td>81 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCG4HL</td>
<td>201.1</td>
<td>81 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCRHL</td>
<td>182.7</td>
<td>81 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCRSL</td>
<td>182.5</td>
<td>81 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVRHL</td>
<td>155.1</td>
<td>71 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVRSL</td>
<td>154.9</td>
<td>71 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC1HL</td>
<td>183.7</td>
<td>81 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All maximum temperatures occurred in the finite elements representing the repository. The temperature-independent thermal property models with low maximum temperatures indicate a more efficient heat dissipating medium compared to temperature-independent thermal property models with higher maximum temperatures. The temperature-dependent thermal property models have much lower maximum temperatures (up to 30° C) than temperature-independent thermal property models because large amounts of energy are being used to vaporize water in the pores of the rock.

Results from the homogeneous, temperature-independent thermal properties calculation UCRHL are presented in Figures 14 through 17. This calculation represents the base case for all calculation comparisons. It is the simplest thermal property model and corresponds to the type of model being used for repository thermal-design calculations [13]. Results indicate that the thermal pulse is contained within a 200 meter vertical distance both above and below the repository during the first 500 years.

The next set of results are from the layered, homogeneous, temperature-independent thermal property calculations LCRHL and LCRSL. Figures 18 through 21 show results from the horizontal-layer mesh (LCRHL), and Figures 22 through 25 show results from the sloped-layer mesh.
(LCRSL). Both sets of results will be compared in the next section to assess the effects of using a horizontal-layer mesh versus a sloped-layer mesh (which includes fault zones).

The next set of results were generated using a temperature-dependent thermal property model. Specifically Figures 26 through 29 show results from calculation LVRHL. Results shown in these figures are from a model that simulates the latent heat of vaporization of water in the pores of the rock. Using this type of thermal property model lowers the maximum temperature by approximately 30°C compared to other calculations as shown in Table 9.

Finally Figures 30 through 33 present results for the geostatistical thermal property model GC1HL. Temperature contours might be expected to be skewed when compared to simulations presented above due to the horizontal heterogeneity of the thermal properties. This was not observed because the thermal front moves perpendicular to regions of large thermal property variations. These results were found to be very similar to those for the simulation LCRSL.
Figure 14. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation UCRHL at 50 years.
Figure 15. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation UCRHL at 100 years.
Figure 16. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation UCRHL at 500 years.
Figure 18. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation LCRHL at 50 years.
Figure 19. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation LCRHL at 100 years.
Figure 21. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation LCRHL at 1000 years.
Figure 22. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation LCRSL at 50 years.
Figure 24. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation LCRSL at 500 years.
Figure 25. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation LCRSL at 1000 years.
Figure 27. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation LVRHL at 100 years.
Figure 28. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation LVRHL at 500 years.
Figure 29. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation LVH at 1000 years.
Figure 30. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation GC1HL at 50 years.
Figure 31. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation GC1HL at 100 years.
3.2 Comparison of Results

Results from Section 3.1 are compared to assess the differences in predicted thermal response for different thermal property models. Comparisons were grouped to provide information regarding the impact of modeled geologic structure and thermal property representations on host-rock response. Comparisons are based on calculated temperature differences at each node for the entire computational mesh, and are presented in color contour-map form. As in the results section, only the near-field portion of the temperature differences are presented. Due to the complexity of the thermal models, comparison of results are qualitative and should not be taken out of context.

Temperature differences were calculated using a post-processing code called EXOREAD (Appendix B). This program reads the output EXODUS [6] binary data files from two calculations, and calculates the temperature difference at each node. This result is then written out using EXODUS binary data format for graphical display. Only two calculations required special handling, the comparison of LCRHL with LCRSL. In this case, the code MERLIN-II [14] was needed to transpose results from calculation LCRSL onto the horizontal-layer mesh so that a temperature difference calculation could be preformed directly with EXOREAD. To be consistent with the presentation of results section (Section 3.1), temperature differences are shown at four different times during the 1000 year transient: 50 years, 100 years, 500 years, and 1000 years. The expression used to calculate temperature difference is described below:

\[ \Delta \text{Temperature} = \text{Calculation A} - \text{Calculation B} \]  
(EQ 1)

A negative temperature difference indicates that Calculation A predicts lower temperatures compared to Calculation B. Positive temperature differences indicate the opposite.

Noticeable similarities were observed between the geostatistical thermal property models GC1HL and the sloped layer, homogeneous, temperature-independent thermal property model LCRSL. Details of the similarities are discussed Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Geologic Structure Comparisons

Comparison calculations UCRHL-LCRHL, LCRHL-LCRSL, and UCRHL- GC1HL were used to qualitatively assess the impacts of resolution in geologic structure on predicted thermal response. Table 10 summarizes the maximum and minimum temperature differences and the times at which they occur for each of these comparative calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calculation Name</th>
<th>Min Temp-Diff (°C)</th>
<th>Time at Which Min Temp-Diff Occurs</th>
<th>Max Temp-Diff (°C)</th>
<th>Time at Which Max Temp-Diff Occurs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UCRHL - LCRHL</td>
<td>-19.19</td>
<td>2880 years</td>
<td>10.81</td>
<td>1440 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCRHL - LCRSL</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCRHL - GC1HL</td>
<td>-23.57</td>
<td>3200 years</td>
<td>14.62</td>
<td>800 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparative calculation LCRHL-LCRSL shown in Table 10 contains no entries for maximum and minimum temperature difference due to a small signal-to-noise ratio caused by large temperature differences on the boundary of the horizontal mesh. These large temperature differences were not the result of calculation comparison but are an artifact of the MERLIN-II [14] interpolation of sloped-layer mesh results onto the horizontal-layer mesh. Since the boundary temperature differences are not due to the numerical solution of the heat conduction equation, they do not propagate into the mesh and the near-field portion of the mesh is unaffected. The temperature difference contour maps for LCRHL-LCRSL do contain useful information because only the near-field portion of the mesh is shown.

Comparison UCRHL-LCRHL assesses differences in temperature predictions between a single homogeneous material temperature-independent thermal property model and a uniformly layered homogeneous temperature-independent thermal property model. Section 2.4.2 contains a full description of the thermal property models that were used for each simulation.

Temperature difference results for simulations UCRHL-LCRHL are presented in Figures 34 through 37. At early simulation times (Figure 34), the thermal front generated by repository decay heat is contained within thermal/mechanical unit TSw2 and temperature differences are small (less than 4°C). This result is expected because both simulations used TSw2 thermal properties in this thermal/mechanical unit. As the simulation progresses, the thermal front moves beyond the TSw2 boundary (Figures 36 and 37), temperature differences become larger. As negative-temperature difference contours expand outward from the repository, they are bounded by positive-temperature difference contours. The Calico Hills nonwelded tuff below the repository and the Paintbrush nonwelded tuff above the repository are more insulating compared to other layers and heat flow is restrict for the layered thermal model causing simulation UCRHL to predict higher temperatures in these regions. These two relatively insulating layers, both above and below the repository, have a noticeable effect on temperature predictions.

Based on these results, the choice to increase the resolution of the geologic structure by changing from a homogeneous single material model to a uniformly layered model should be evaluated carefully. The strengths and weaknesses of both modeling approaches must be considered. For example, if a single material model is chosen, analytical solutions are available that allow for the assessment of such engineered aspects as repository layout and waste stream emplacement on host-rock response. If layout and waste stream are not the focus of the study, then numerical solutions afford the analyst the ability to model the geologic structure in more detail. As shown in Reference 15, the effect of eliminating resolution of the repository layout and waste stream emplacement is noticeable (on the order of 10°C in Reference 15). For this particular comparison, the majority of the observed temperature differences are on the order of 10°C. The analyst must therefore determine whether resolution of the geologic or the engineered structure is most important to the questions being addressed.

Given that the analyst chooses to pursue resolution of the geologic structure, it must be recognized that a uniformly layered structure is not particularly representative of the Yucca Mountain site. A more realistic representation would involve the modeling of discontinuous, sloping layers.

Results of comparison LCRHL-LCRSL assess the difference in host-rock response between two different layered thermal/mechanical configurations, horizontal layer stratigraphy versus sloped layer stratigraphy with the inclusion of fault zones. Each simulation used identical homogeneous temperature-independent thermal properties but the thicknesses and slopes of each layer were dif-
ferent. To better understand results of this comparison refer to Figures 6 and 9, which show the
differences between the thermal/mechanical configurations for the two meshes.

Temperature-difference contour maps for LCRHL-LCRSL are shown in Figures 38 through 41. At early times, predicted temperature differences are spread out and sporadic, shifting from large negative to small positive temperature differences. At the crest of the upper surface of the mesh, large positive temperature differences occur which are an artifact of mesh interpolation. During early simulation times the thermal front has not yet moved beyond the thermal/mechanical unit TSw2 and both meshes share the same thermal properties. One would expect to see small temperature differences as a result, but this is not the case. The early time temperature differences (Figure 38) appear to be the result of a combination of mesh interpolation error and errors due to differences in mesh density. Inaccuracies caused by mesh interpolation and differences in mesh density make interpretation of comparative results difficult at early times.

Simulation times greater than 100 years (Figure 39 and 40), produce temperature-difference contours that are less random and have defined sloped regions of both large-positive and large-negative temperature differences. The light blue contour just below the repository (Figure 39) shows large-negative temperature differences indicating that simulation LCRHL predicts higher temperatures compared to LCRSL. In this region, because of the sloped layers, simulation LCRSL uses the thermal properties of CHn1v (Figure 6) and simulation LCRHL uses thermal properties of TSw2 (Figure 9), which has a 40 percent larger thermal conductivity, thereby explaining the large negative temperature differences. The other large negative region located between thermal/mechanical units TCw and PTn can be explained using the same logic. The large positive region below thermal/mechanical unit TSw2 (Figure 39) is caused by the insulating effects of thermal/mechanical unit CHn1v. CHn1v is more than twice the thickness in simulation LCRSL than that used in LCRHL. Because of the larger thickness of thermal/mechanical unit CHn1v used in simulation LCRSL, simulation LCRHL predicts higher temperatures in this region.

It is clear from the above discussion that a sloped-layer model is likely to provide a better approximation of host-rock response than a homogeneous, horizontal-layered model. Unfortunately, the numerical complexities associated with generating and running a discontinuous sloped-layer model tend to limit this approach to two-dimensional simulations. An alternative that appears promising for two-dimensional simulations as well as extensions to three-dimensional thermal simulations is the method developed for this study which maps geostatistical property distributions onto finite element meshes as the basis for the material model.

As will be discussed in Section 3.2.3, the basic layered structure that is the basis of the sloped-layer model is captured by the geostatistical realization. The geostatistical realization goes one step further, however, in its ability to capture variability within a given layer. Thus, as a final evaluation of structure on predicted temperature profiles, the UCRHL and GC1HL models were compared (see Figure 42 through 45). To understand the results of this comparison, refer to thermal property maps shown in Figure 10.

The blue contours at each end of the repository (Figure 42), indicate regions where simulation UCRHL predicts lower temperatures, or is more efficient at removing heat from the repository than simulation GC1HL. These results appear to be consistent with the thermal properties shown in Figure 10. The blue contour expands outward as a function of simulation time and is always bounded by red contours both above and below, representing positive temperature difference regions (Figure 43). The red contour regions are caused by the insulating effects of the Calico
Hills non welded tuff (CHn1z) below the repository and the Paintbrush non welded tuff (PTn) above the repository (blue regions shown in Figure 10 a). The insulating layers restrict heat flow causing simulation UCRHL to predict lower temperatures in these regions.

It must be recognized that geostatistical simulations are non-unique. A number of equally valid property distributions can be obtained and should be analyzed when feasible. For this study, only one geostatistical simulation of thermal property distributions was run.

The comparisons presented in this section provide the analyst with a qualitative understanding of the impact of geologic structure on repository-temperature predictions. When compared to the simplest approach of assuming a single material representation of Yucca Mountain, calculations that use increased geologic resolution as the basis for their material models result in noticeable differences in predicted temperatures. The significance of these differences which are not discussed here should be addressed in terms of their effect on overall repository system performance in future work.

### 3.2.2 Thermal Property Comparisons

In addition to assessing the impacts of geologic structure, functional representations of thermal properties were also evaluated in this study. Comparison UCRHL-UCG4HL and LCRHL-LVRHL provide qualitative insight into the effects of weighting schemes and temperature dependencies on predicted thermal response. Table 10 summarizes the maximum and minimum temperature differences and the times at which they occur for both of these comparative calculations.

UCRHL-UCG4HL assesses the difference in predicted host-rock response between two single-material homogeneous thermal models both using temperature-independent thermal properties. Simulation UCRHL used thermal properties for thermal/mechanical unit TSw2 and simulation UCG4HL used thermal properties that were derived from weighting functions (see Section 2.4.1) using the USW G-4 stratigraphy.

Table 11. Thermal Property Comparisons, Maximum and Minimum Temperature Difference and Times at Which They Occur.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calculation Name</th>
<th>Min Temp-Diff (°C)</th>
<th>Time at Which Min Temp-Diff Occurs</th>
<th>Max Temp-Diff (°C)</th>
<th>Time at Which Max Temp-Diff Occurs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UCRHL - UCG4HL</td>
<td>-24.07</td>
<td>106 years</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>116 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCRHL - LVRHL</td>
<td>-7.99</td>
<td>5000 years</td>
<td>28.57</td>
<td>92 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparative results for calculations UCRHL-UCG4HL are presented in Figures 46 through 49. At early simulation times (Figure 46), the thermal front has not traveled beyond the thermal/mechanical unit TSw2 and large-negative temperature differences are contained within this region. This result is consistent with the thermal property models that were used. Simulation UCRHL has a much higher thermal conductivity than UCG4HL (37 percent higher) and the heat capacities are roughly the same. Temperature differences are symmetrical about the repository and remain symmetrical until the thermal front interacts with the upper boundary (Figure 48). This symmetry is expected when comparing two different homogeneous, temperature-indepen-
dent, thermal property models. At longer times (Figure 49), the largest temperature differences are still contained within the region of the repository.

When applying analytical models to thermal design problems, the analyst is often limited to a homogeneous single-material model with constant properties. The analyst must therefore decide which set of properties to apply. Clearly the properties applied should be developed based on the question being asked. For example, if the analyst is interested in the response of the TSw3/CHn stratigraphic interface, modeling the entire mountain with the properties of TSw2 will likely result in temperature histories at the interface that are too low. A weighting scheme for the thermal properties may be necessary to obtain representative results. Alternatively, if the area of interest is contained within the TSw2 unit, use of a weighted property description may be overly conservative. The time frame and the location of the feature of interest should be evaluated before choosing a set of material properties.

The next set of comparative results offers the best direct comparison of temperature-independent versus temperature-dependent thermal property models. Figures 50 through 53 show results from comparison calculation LCRHL-LVRHL. Secondary effects caused by layered stratigraphy are reduced in this comparison because both thermal models have identical thermal properties in each thermal/mechanical unit for temperatures below 94°C. Therefore, the comparative results shown here principally indicate differences caused by temperature-dependent thermal properties.

The largest temperature differences occur at early simulation times in regions of high heat loading near the repository (Figures 50 and 51). This can be explained by realizing that calculation LVRHL reaches its maximum temperature (155 °C) which is above the boiling-of-water transition phase at 71 years. Large amounts of energy have been used to vaporize rock pore water causing LVRHL to predict lower temperatures. As in comparison calculation UCRHL-UCG4HL, temperature differences are symmetrical about the repository and remain symmetrical until the thermal pulse interacts with the upper boundary of the mesh.

As is evident from the above discussion, the effect of pore-water boiling can have a significant effect on predicted thermal response. This effect could have design and performance assessment implications and should be addressed in more detail in future work. It is important to note, however, that the effect of temperature-dependent thermal properties presented in this study is based on the somewhat arbitrary modification of heat capacitance developed in Reference 16. Clearly, more realistic approximations of the impacts of pore-water boiling will be dependent upon such aspects as the distribution of hydrologic properties, saturation levels, and fracture-matrix interactions. These effects are beyond the scope of this work and the results presented in this section are aimed at making the analysts aware that functional dependencies appear important and should be considered whenever feasible.

3.2.3 Comparison of Heterogeneous, Spatially Correlated Models with Homogeneous, Sloped-Layer Models.

Because the homogeneous, sloped-layer finite-element mesh was developed specifically in an attempt to represent the actual geometric distribution of thermal/mechanical units at Yucca Mountain, it is instructive to compare how the geostatistically generated, heterogeneous thermal-prop-
A color-coded image representing the mapping of the geostatistical thermal conductivity model onto the sloped-layer mesh is presented in Figure 54. Details of how this mapping is performed are given in Appendix A.

Figure 54 represents the sloped finite-element mesh representation of the geostatistical model based on the single composite drill hole data, simulated with a 5,000 m range of spatial correlation (equivalent to the material-properties data of model GC1HL). The correspondence of the material-property “units” produced by the geostatistical simulations to the meshed representation of the thermal/mechanical property units shown in the original cross section C-C [1] is excellent in the near-surface portions of the modeled region, where adequate conditioning data are available.

The TCw and PTn thermal/mechanical units, welded and nonwelded units respectively, are reproduced almost exactly. The low porosity TCw thermal/mechanical unit is represented in the geostatistical model by material of high thermal conductivity, color coded as mostly red pixels. In contrast, the high porosity PTn unit is simulated as a well-correlated thin band of low thermal conductivity values, shown mostly in blue. Below the PTn, is a large interval of high-conductivity material corresponding to the TSwl and TSw2/3 units. The conditioning porosity data have even induced a geostatistical representation of the difference in thermal conductivity values largely matching the distinction between TSwl (lower conductivity) and TSw2/3 (higher conductivity). Moving vertically downward, a relatively thick interval of simulated low conductivity values corresponds to the nonwelded and poorly conductive CHn thermal/mechanical unit. The geostatistical algorithm did not explicitly attempt to capture the difference between zeolitic and vitric materials within the Calico Hills units, except as this distinction might be indicated by changes in porosity of the conditioning data. Below the level of the Calico Hills, a highly conductive interval corresponds to the welded portion of the Prow Pass Member of the Crater Flat Tuff (PPw), and less well-defined alternating nonwelded and welded intervals can be distinguished below that. Resolution of these units becomes increasingly poor downward, because the average finite-element mesh size increases into the far-field region, and the geostatistically generated thermal conductivity values contained within a single mesh element have been averaged to represent that entire region.

The continuity of the various geostatistically generated property units is excellent, as would be suggested from the strong spatial correlation imposed on the model (a variogram range of 5,000 m). The match of distinct material-property changes with the deterministic linear contacts obtained from the C-C [2] cross section (Figure 1) is excellent, particularly in the eastern portion of the cross section, due in no small part because the principal conditioning data was derived from drill hole USW G-4, which is located slightly east of center on the model cross section. The westward thinning represented by the sloped finite-element layers is not exactly reproduced by the geostatistical property units, because the one composite drill hole was simply replicated three times at different locations on the cross section; thus, no lateral variation in unit thickness is possible for the geostatistical model. Most of the contact mismatches in the western part of the figure can be traced to this cause.

There is a prominent difference in the representation of the down-to-the-west normal faults near the western margin of the cross section. The surface locations of the fault offsets is faithfully preserved (by construction). However, the transformation from stratigraphic coordinates to real-
world coordinates was accomplished by assuming the offset of the geostatistical property units was vertical (for the sake of programming expediency). Thus, it is not surprising that the fault offsets differ between the color-coded property values and the finite-element line outlines. The juxtaposition of contrasting material properties near the western end of the cross section is preserved. Were the modeled temperature profiles significantly influenced by these contrasts, more sophisticated coordinate transformation algorithms can be developed to capture non-vertical fault offsets.

Comparative results for LCRSL-GC1SL are presented in Figures 55 through 58. The largest temperature differences occur at early simulation times in regions of high heat loading near the repository. The largest positive temperature difference of 11.7°C occurs at 255 years, and the largest negative temperature difference of -8°C occurs at 1000 years. The positive temperature differences are the result of variations in thermal properties in the thermal/mechanical unit TSw2. From Figure 54, thermal conductivities vary from approximately 1.3 W/mK to 2.0 W/mK. The comparison in general shows high correlation indicating the two models performed similarly.
Figure 35. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation UCRHL-LCRHL at 100 years.
Figure 36. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation UCRHL-LCRHL at 500 years.
Figure 37. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation UCRHL-LCRHL at 1000 years.
Figure 38. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculated LORHL-LECRL at 50 years.
FIGURE 39. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Caculation LPCRL-LCRL at 100 Years.
Figure 4. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation LCRH-LCRSL at 500 years.
Figure 4.1: Temperature Contour Map of Calculation LCRL-LCRSL at 1000 Years.
Figure 42. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation UCRHL-GCHL at 50 years.
Figure 4.3: Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation UCRL-GCHL at 100 years.
Figure 44. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation UCRHL- GC1HL at 500 years.
Figure 45. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation UCTRL-CCHL at 1000 Years.
Figure 4. Temperature Contour Map of Calculation Uncertainties at 50 years.
Figure 47. Temperatuer Contour Map of Calculation UCRL-U4CHL at 100 years.
Figure 4. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation UCRL-UCG4H at 500 years.
Figure 49. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation UCRHL-UCG4HL at 1000 years.
Figure 51. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation LCRHL-LVRHL at 100 years.
Figure 52. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation LCRHL-LVRHL at 500 years.
Figure 53. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation LCRHL-LVRHL at 1000 years.
Figure 54. Spatially Correlated Heterogenous Model of Thermal Conductivity Corresponding to Calculational Model GC1HL Mapped Onto the Sloped Layer Finite Element Mesh.
Figure 55. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculated LCRSL-ACIST at 30 years.
Figure 58. Temperature Difference Contour Map of Calculation LCRSL-GC1SL at 1000 years.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The analyses that were performed for this study were designed to qualitatively compare thermal models on the basis of predicted thermal response. The thermal property model comparisons do not answer detailed questions about differences in thermal response, but highlight trends from which general conclusions can be drawn. The most promising result of this study is the development of a method in which complex material property regions can be easily mapped onto the computational domain of a structured finite element grid.

The method that was developed for this study to map heterogeneous, spatially correlated thermal property models onto an existing finite-element mesh offers the most attractive method available for modeling complex material property regions. Building a finite element mesh, which includes sloped material layers that vary in thickness as well as complex fault zones, is extremely difficult and cumbersome. Tapered, sloped material layers changing from large thickness to small thickness are virtually impossible to mesh properly. If these layers can be meshed, it is usually at the expense of mesh density. Adding to the complexity of mesh generation is finite element connectivity. Modern meshing techniques help make finite-element mesh generation easier, but long interactive sessions with mesh generators is still required when constructing complex meshes. The sloped layer mesh is a good example of the difficulties encountered when producing a mesh of this type. Shown in Figure 5, the near-field portion of the sloped layer mesh shows intricate meshing patterns that required many interactive sessions to build. Many different types of meshing primitives were required to assure element connectivity and maintain adequate element aspect ratios. The horizontal layer mesh, on the other hand, was a relatively easy mesh to produce because it contains uniform, horizontal layers with no fault zones. Actually, the horizontal layers (based on geologic stratigraphy) are not necessary when using geostatistical mapping and can run more efficiently due to its structured gridding. Finally, as site characterization progresses, new data will be available in a continuous stream. Gridding using the approach used for the sloped layer model is not responsive to such new understandings of the site geology.

Noticeable similarities were observed between the geostatistical thermal property model GC1HL and the sloped layer, homogeneous, temperature-independent thermal property model LCRSL. Therefore a direct comparison was made by mapping the geostatistical thermal property data onto the sloped layer mesh. The comparison showed high correlation indicating the two models performed similarly. These results reinforce the need to investigate geostatistical thermal property models as an alternative to complicated and time consuming finite element meshing approaches. Geostatistical thermal property models offer both modeling simplicity as well as the most geologically realistic thermal modeling of Yucca Mountain.

In several simulation comparisons, result of this study show that non-layered (uniform), homogeneous, temperature-independent thermal property models predict higher temperatures outside of the repository host thermal/mechanical unit, TSw2. The thermal/mechanical units CHn1z (Calico Hills nonwelded tuff) below the repository and PTn (Paintbrush nonwelded tuff) above the repository have relatively higher insulating effects compared to other layers which restrict heat flow from the repository. The prediction of higher temperatures occurs because heat flow is restricted by the nonwelded, insulating layers.
The temperature-dependent thermal property model LVRHL in general predict lower temperatures in regions of heat loading when compared to temperature independent thermal property models. The prediction of lower temperatures result from energy absorption during rock pore-water vaporization. Maximum temperatures for temperature-dependent thermal property models are approximately 30°C less than for temperature-independent thermal property models. This magnitude of temperature difference indicates that a better understanding of thermal property dependencies is needed.
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APPENDIX A: GEOSTATISTICAL MODELING

A1. Mapping Geostatistical Thermal Property Information Onto A Computational Grid

Geostatistical thermal property data was provided by the Geohydrology Department at Sandia National Laboratories using the code SGSIM from the geostatistical subroutine library, GSLIB [10]. SGSIM uses a geostatistical grid with volume-centered nodal mesh. The geostatistical grids are limited to rectangular meshes only. The thermal property input for COYOTE-II [4] follows the EXODUS [6] format which requires separate blocks of elements be defined uniquely. Within an element block, all elements must have the same material property designation. It would be virtually impossible to assign every element in the computational domain a unique material block number. A different approach was needed because theoretically every node of the finite-element mesh could have a unique set of thermal material properties.

After some investigating, it was decided to use the EXODUS data base along with MERLIN-II [14], a computer program designed to transfer solution data between finite-element meshes, to transpose the geostatistical thermal property data onto the computational mesh. With some minor coding changes within COYOTE-II (see Appendix C for difference files), and using COYOTE-II's material property user subroutines (Appendix D), the material property data could be read in and used on a per node basis.

The procedure starts by defining a rectangular region of the computational mesh representing the near field region. The near field is chosen because thermal gradients will be contained in this region. The coordinates of the rectangular region are used as input to SGSIM to produce the heterogeneous thermal property data. Next an equivalent finite-element mesh identical to the geostatistical grid used by SGSIM is made taking into account the volume centering of the nodes. The code GEOSTAT_MAP (Appendix B) is used to assign the nodal output from SGSIM onto the rectangular finite-element mesh on a node-by-node basis. This result is then transposed onto the computational finite-element mesh using MERLIN-II. Because of the interpolation schemes used within MERLIN-II, material properties are slightly modified particularly for the larger finite-elements at greater distances from the repository. The final step uses the code EXO_POST to read the resulting EXODUS data base file and write out node number versus thermal property for use in COYOTE-II user subroutines.
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APPENDIX B: PR- AND POST-PROCESSING CODE LISTINGS

B.1 GEOSTAT_MAP

The following fortran code was used to map geostatistical thermal property data onto a finite-element mesh.

```fortran
PROGRAM MAIN

C
C THIS PROGRAM READS DATA FROM AN EXODUS BINARY FORMAT FILE AND
C READS MATERIAL PROPERTY DATA FROM A KRIGING CODE AND WRITES
C THIS MATERIAL PROPERTY INFORMATION ONTO A FINITE ELEMENT
C MESH IN THE EXODUS FORMAT.
C
C WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 5-26-94
C
C INCLUDE 'geostrlat-map.blk'
C
C PARAMETER ( PZERO = 0.D0 )
C
C PROBLEM SIZE RECORD VARIABLES
C COMMON /PSIZVR/ 1 NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
2 LESSL, LESSNL
C
C CHARACTER*15 EXOOUT, FILENM, FILEN2
C
C DIMENSION PROP(NUMND)
C
C DATA NDB /9/
C DATA ND2 /10/
C DATA NOUT /11/
C
C ENTER INPUT FILE NAMES
C
FILENM= 'mesh.g'
FILEN2 = 'geostat.dat'
EXOOUT = 'out.g'

C READ INPUT DATA RECORDS

C OPEN EXODUS DATABASE FILES
C
OPEN (UNIT=NDB, FILE=FILENM, STATUS='OLD', FORM='UNFORMATTED')
OPEN (UNIT=ND2, FILE=FILEN2, STATUS='OLD', FORM='FORMATTED')
OPEN (UNIT=NOUT, FILE=EXOOUT, STATUS='NEW', FORM='UNFORMATTED')
C
C READ IN AND WRITE THE ZERO TIME STEP MESH INFORMATION WHICH INCLUDES
C NODAL POINT COORDINATES, ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY, ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES,
C ELEMENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, AND QA INFORMATION
C
C CALL EXOAW ( NDB,NOUT )
C
C READ IN THE KRIGING MATERIAL PROPERTY INFORMATION
C
CALL KRI G ( ND2, PROP )
```
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C WRITE THE MATERIAL PROPERTY INFORMATION ONTO THE FINITE ELEMENT MESH C USING THE EXODUS BINARY FILE FORMAT.

C******************************************************************************
CALL EXOBW ( NDB, NOUT, PROP )
C
C CLOSE EXODUS DATA BASE
C
CLOSE (UNIT=NDB)
CLOSE (UNIT=ND2)
CLOSE (UNIT=NOUT)
C
STOP
END

SUBROUTINE EXOAW (NDB,NOUT)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN AND WRITES THE EXODUS ZERO
C TIME-STEP DATA BASE
C
C WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 5-26-94
C
INCLUDE 'geostat_map.blk'
COMMON IPSIZR
COMMON IPSIZW
I
NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS.
2
LESSEL, LESSNL.
C
C NUMNOD - The number of nodes
C NDIM - The number of dimensions
C NUMEL - the total number of elements
C NELBLK - the number of element blocks
C NUMNPS - the number of node sets
C LNPSNL - node set list length
C NUMESS - number of node sets
C LESSEL - side set element list length
C LESSNL - side set node list length
C
C SIZING PARAMETERS FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
COMMON /SIZELB/
1
IDEBLK, NUMELB(NELBK), NELNOD, NATRIB
C
C IDEBLK - element block identification (must be unique)
C NUMELB - number of elements in this block (the sum of NUMELB
C over all blocks must equal NUMEL above)
C NELNOD - number of nodes defining the connectivity for an
C element of this type
C NATRIB - number of element attributes for this element type
C
CHARACTER*80 HEAD, INFO
CHARACTER*8 NAMECO, NAMELB, QATITL
C
DIMENSION COORD(NUMND,NDIMN),MAP(NUMEL),ICONK(NELND,NUMEB),
1
ATRIB(NATRB,NUMELB),IDNPS(NUMNS),NNNPS(NUMNS),
2
IPTPS(NUMNS),LSTNPS(LNPSL),FACNPS(LNPSL),
3
IDESS(NUMES),NEESS(NUMES),NNESS(NUMES),IPEESS(NUMES),
4
IPNESS(NUMES),LTEESS(LESSL),LTENESS(LESSN),FACESS(LESSN)
C
DIMENSION QATITL(4,NQARCh INFO(NINF), NAMECO(NDIMN),
1
NAMELB(NELBK)
C
C HEADER RECORD
C
READ(NDB) HEAD
WRITE(OUT) HEAD

C PROBLEM SIZE RECORD
C
READ(NDB) NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
*   LESSEL, LESSNL, NVERS
WRITE(OUT) NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
*   LESSEL, LESSNL, NVERS

C READ NODAL POINT COORDINATES
READ(NDB) ((COORD(I,J), I=1,NUMNOD), J=1,NDIM)
WRITE(OUT) ((COORD(I,J), I=1,NUMNOD), J=1,NDIM)

C READ OPTIMIZED ELEMENT ORDER MAP
READ(NDB) (MAP(I), I=1,NUMEL)
WRITE(OUT) (MAP(I), I=1,NUMEL)

C READ IN ELEMENT BLOCKS
C
DO 130 K=1, NELBLK
C
READ(NDB) IDEBLK, NUMELB(K), NELNOD, NATRIB
WRITE(OUT) IDEBLK, NUMELB(K), NELNOD, NATRIB
C
C CONNECTIVITY FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
READ(NDB) ((ICONK(J,I), I=1,NUMELB(K), J=1,NELNOD)
WRITE(OUT) ((ICONK(J,I), I=1,NUMELB(K), J=1,NELNOD)

C ATTRIBUTES FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
READ(NDB) ((ATRIB(J,I), I=1,NATRIB), J=1,NUMELB(K))
WRITE(OUT) ((ATRIB(J,I), I=1,NATRIB), J=1,NUMELB(K))

130 CONTINUE
C
C READ NODE SETS DATA
C
C NODE SET IDS
READ(NDB) (IDNPS(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
WRITE(OUT) (IDNPS(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
C NODE SET COUNTS
READ(NDB) (NNNPS(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
WRITE(OUT) (NNNPS(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
C NODE SET POINTERS
READ(NDB) (IPTNPS(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
WRITE(OUT) (IPTNPS(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
C NODE SET NODE LIST
READ(NDB) (LSTNPS(I), I=1,LNPSNL)
WRITE(OUT) (LSTNPS(I), I=1,LNPSNL)
C NODE SET DISTRIBUTION FACTORS
READ(NDB) (FACNPS(I), I=1,LNPSNL)
WRITE(OUT) (FACNPS(I), I=1,LNPSNL)
C
C SIDE SETS DATA
C
C SIDE SET IDS
READ(NDB) (IDESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
WRITE(OUT) (IDESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
C SIDE SET ELEMENT COUNTS
READ(NDB) (NEESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
WRITE(OUT) (NEESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
C SIDE SET NODE COUNTS
READ(NDB) (NNESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
WRITE(OUT) (NNESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
C SIDE SET ELEMENT POINTERS
SUBROUTINE EXOBW (NDB, NOUT, PROP)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE WRITES THE MATERIAL PROPERTY INFORMATION ONTO
C THE FINITE ELEMENT MESH USING THE EXODUS BINARY FILE FORMAT.
C
C WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 5-26-94
C
INCLUDE 'geostat_map.blk'
C
PARAMETER (PZERO = 0.D0)
C
CHARACTER*8 NAMEEV, NAMEGV, NAMEHV, NAMENV
CHARACTER*8 USRNV
C
READ(NDB) (IPEESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
WRITE(NOUT) (IPEESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
C SIDE SET NODE POINTERS
READ(NDB) (IPNESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
WRITE(NOUT) (IPNESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
C SIDE SET ELEMENT LIST
READ(NDB) (LTEESS(I), I=1,LESSEL)
WRITE(NOUT) (LTEESS(I), I=1,LESSEL)
C SIDE SET NODE LIST
READ(NDB) (LTNESS(I), I=1,LESSNL)
WRITE(NOUT) (LTNESS(I), I=1,LESSNL)
C SIDE SET DISTRIBUTION FACTORS
READ(NDB) (FACESS(I), I=1,LESSNL)
WRITE(NOUT) (FACESS(I), I=1,LESSNL)
C
C READ THE QA HEADER INFORMATION
C
READ(NDB) NQAREC
WRITE(NOUT) NQAREC
C
DO 140 IQA=1,NQAREC
C
READ(NDB) (QATITL(I,IQA), I=1,4)
WRITE(NOUT) (QATITL(I,IQA), I=1,4)
C
140 CONTINUE
C
C READ OPTIONAL HEADER TEXT
C
READ(NDB) NINFO
WRITE(NOUT) NINFO
C
DO 150 I=1,NINFO
C
READ(NDB) INFO(I)
WRITE(NOUT) INFO(I)
C
150 CONTINUE
C
C READ THE COORDINATE NAMES
C
READ(NDB) (NAMECO(I), I=1,NDIM)
WRITE(NOUT) (NAMECO(I), I=1,NDIM)
C
C READ THE ELEMENT TYPES
C
READ(NDB) (NAMELB(I), I=1,NELBLK)
WRITE(NOUT) (NAMELB(I), I=1,NELBLK)
C
RETURN
END
C PROBLEM SIZE RECORD VARIABLES
   COMMON /PSIZR/
      1 NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
      2 LESSEL, LESSNL
C
C NUMNOD - the number of nodes
C NDIM - the number of dimensions
C NUMEL - the total number of elements
C NELBLK - the number of element blocks
C NUMNPS - the number of node sets
C LNPSNL - node set list length
C NUMESS - number of node sets
C LESSEL - side set element list length
C LESSNL - side set node list length
C
C SIZING PARAMETERS FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
   COMMON /SIZELB/
      1 IDEBLK, NUMELB(NELBK), NELNOD, NATRIB
C
C IDEBLK - element block identification (must be unique)
C NUMELB - number of elements in this block (the sum of NUMELB
C over all blocks must equal NUMEL above)
C NELNOD - number of nodes defining the connectivity for an
C element of this type
C NATRIB - number of element attributes for this element type
C
   DIMENSION NAMEHV(NVARH), NAMEGV(NVARG), NAMENV(NVARN),
      1 NAMEEV(NVARE), ISEVOK(NVARE,NELBK)
   DIMENSION VALHI(NVARH), VALGV(NVARH),
      1 VALNV(NUMND,NVARH), VALLEV(NUEL,NVARE,NELBK),
      2 PROP(NUMND), DIFF(NUMND)
   DATA USRNV /'PROP'/
C
C READ THE HISTORY, GLOBAL, NODAL, AND ELEMENT VARIABLE INFO
C
   NVARHI = 0
   NVARGL = 0
   NVARNP = 1
   NVAREL = 0
   NAMENV(I) = USRNV
   WRITE(NOUT) NVARHI, NVARGL, NVARNP, NVAREL
   WRITE(NOUT) (NAMEHV(I), I=1,NVARHI),
   1 (NAMEGV(I), I=1,NVARGL), (NAMENV(I), I=1,NVARNP),
   2 (NAMEEV(I), I=1,NVAREL)
   WRITE(NOUT) ((ISEVOK(I,J), I=1,NVARREL), J=1,NELBLK)
C
C READ EACH TIME STEP
C
   TIME = PZERO
   HIFLAG = 0
   WRITE(NOUT) TIME, HIFLAG
C
   DO 130 IVAR = 1, NVARNP
      WRITE(NOUT) (PROP(INP), INP = 1, NUMNOD)
   C
   DO 230 IVAR = 1, NVARNP
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C
WRITE(NOUT) (PROP(INP), INP = 1, NUMNOD)
C 230 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE KRIG (NDB, PROP)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN THE EXODUS ZERO TIME-STEP DATA
C BASE
C
C WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 5-26-94
C
C INCLUDE 'geostat.map.blk'
C
C PROBLEM SIZE RECORD VARIABLES
COMMON /PSIZE/ 
  1  NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
  2  LESSEL, LESSNL
C
C NUMNOD - The number of nodes
C NDIM - The number of dimensions
C NUMEL - the total number of elements
C NELBLK - the number of element blocks
C NUMNPS - the number of node sets
C LNPSNL - node set list length
C NUMESS - number of node sets
C LESSEL - side set element list length
C LESSNL - side set node list length

DIMENSION PROP(NUMND)
C
C READ NODAL POINT COORDINATES
READ(NDB,*) (PROP(I), I=1,NUMNOD)
C
RETURN
END
B.2 EXO_POST

Once MERLIN-II [9] was used to transfer thermal property data from rectangular finite element mesh to computational mesh, EXO_POST.F was used to read the resulting EXODUS [12] data base file and write out node number versus thermal property for use in COYOTE-II [3] user subroutines.

PROGRAM MAIN
C
C THIS PROGRAM READS DATA FROM AN EXODUS BINARY FORMAT FILE
C AND WRITES THIS MATERIAL PROPERTY INFORMATION IN ASCII OUTPUT
©
C WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 7-26-94
C
INCLUDE 'geostat_map.blk'
C
PARAMETER (FZER=0.0D0)
C
C PROBLEM SIZE RECORD VARIABLES
 COMMON/PZIPR/
 1 NUMNOD, NDIM, NUME, NELBLK, NUMPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
 2 LESSL, LESSNL
C
CHARACTER*15 ASCOUT, FILENM
C
DIMENSION PROP(NUMND)
C
DATA NDB /9/
DATA NOUT /25/
C
C ENTER INPUT FILE NAMES
C
FILENM='fort.14'
ASCOUT='out.dat'
C
---------------------------------------------------------------
C READ INPUT DATA RECORDS
C -------------------------------------------------------------
C
C OPEN EXODUS DATABASE FILES
C
OPEN (UNIT=NDB, FILE=FILENM, STATUS='OLD', FORM='UNFORMATTED')
OPEN (UNIT=NOUT, FILE=ASCOUT, STATUS='NEW', FORM='FORMATTED')
C
C ---------------------------------------------------------------
C READ IN AND WRITE THE ZERO TIME STEP MESH INFORMATION WHICH INCLUDES
C NODAL, POINT COORDINATES, ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY, ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES,
C ELEMENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, AND QA INFORMATION
C ---------------------------------------------------------------
C
CALL EXOWX (NDB)
C
C ---------------------------------------------------------------
C WRITE THE MATERIAL PROPERTY INFORMATION INTO ASCII FILE
C ---------------------------------------------------------------

CALL EXOBX (NDB, NOUT)
C
CLOSE EXODUS DATA BASE
C
CLOSE (UNIT=NDB)
CLOSE (UNIT=NOUT)
C
STOP
SUBROUTINE EXOAW (NDB)

C THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN AND WRITES THE EXODUS ZERO
C TIME-STEP DATA BASE
C WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 5-26-94
C
  INCLUDE 'geostat_map.blk'
C
C PROBLEM SIZE RECORD VARIABLES
  COMMON /PSIZR/
    1  NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
    2  LESSEL, LESSNL
C
C NUMNOD - The number of nodes
C NDIM - The number of dimensions
C NUMEL - the total number of elements
C NELBLK - the number of element blocks
C NUMNPS - the number of node sets
C LNPSNL - node set list length
C NUMESS - number of node sets
C LESSEL - side set element list length
C LESSNL - side set node list length
C
C SIZING PARAMETERS FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
  COMMON /SIZELB/
    1  IDEBLK, NUMELB(NELBK), NELNOD, NATRIB
C
C IDEBLK - element block identification (must be unique)
C NUMELB - number of elements in this block (the sum of NUMELB
C over all blocks must equal NUMEL above)
C NELNOD - number of nodes defining the connectivity for an
C element of this type
C NATRIB - number of element attributes for this element type
C
C CHARACTER*80 HEAD, INFO
C   CHARACTER*8 NAMECO, NAMELB, QATITL
C
C DIMENSION COORD(NUMND,NDIMN),MAP(NUEL),ICONK(NELND,NUMEB),
  1  ATRIB(NATRIB,NUMEB),1DNPS(NUMNPS),NNNPS(NUMNPS),
  2  ITPNPS(NUMNPS),LISTNPS(LNPSL),FACNPS(LNPSL),
  3  IDESS(NUMESS),NEESS(NUMNESS),NNESS(NUMNPS),IPESS(NUMESS),
  4  IPNESS(NUMNPS),LTIESS(LESSL),LTNESS(LESSL),FACES(LESSN)
C
C DIMENSION QATITL(4,NQARC), INFO(N:NF), NAMECO(NDIMN),
  1  NAMELB(NELBK)
C
C HEADER RECORD
C
C READ(NDB) HEAD
C
C PROBLEM SIZE RECORD
C
C  READ(NDB) NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
C    *    LESSEL, LESSNL, NVERSN
C
C READ NODAL POINT COORDINATES
C  READ(NDB)((COORD(I,J), I=1,NUMNOD), J=1,NDIM)
C
C READ OPTIMIZED ELEMENT ORDER MAP
C  READ(NDB) (MAP(I), I=1,NUMEL)
C
C READ IN ELEMENT BLOCKS
C DO 130 K=1,NELBLK
C READ(NDB) IDEBLK, NUMELB(K), NELNOD, NATRIB
C C CONNECTIVITY FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
   READ(NDB) ((ICONK(J,1), J=1,NELNOD), K=1,NUMELB(K))
C C ATTRIBUTES FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
   READ(NDB) ((ATRIB(J,1), J=1,NATRIB), K=1,NUMELB(K))
C 130 CONTINUE
C C READ NODE SETS DATA
C C NODE SET IDS
   READ(NDB) (IDNPS(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
C NODE SET COUNTS
   READ(NDB) (NNNPS(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
C NODE SET POINTERS
   READ(NDB) (IPNPS(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
C NODE SET NODE LIST
   READ(NDB) (LNPSNL(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
C NODE SET DISTRIBUTION FACTORS
   READ(NDB) (FACNPS(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
C C SIDE SETS DATA
C C SIDE SET IDS
   READ(NDB) (IDESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
C C SIDE SET ELEMENT COUNTS
   READ(NDB) (NEESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
C SIDE SET NODE COUNTS
   READ(NDB) (NNESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
C SIDE SET ELEMENT POINTERS
   READ(NDB) (IPNESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
C SIDE SET NODE POINTERS
   READ(NDB) (IPNESS(I), I=1,NUMESS)
C SIDE SET ELEMENT LIST
   READ(NDB) (LTEESS(I), I=1,LESSEL)
C SIDE SET NODE LIST
   READ(NDB) (LTNESS(I), I=1,LESSLN)
C SIDE SET DISTRIBUTION FACTORS
   READ(NDB) (FACESS(I), I=1,LESSLN)
C C READ THE QA HEADER INFORMATION
C READ(NDB) NQAREC
C DO 140 IQA=1,NQAREC
   READ(NDB) (QATITL(I,Q), I=1,4)
C 140 CONTINUE
C C READ OPTIONAL HEADER TEXT
C READ(NDB) NINFO
C DO 150 I=1,NINFO
   READ(NDB) INFO(I)
C 150 CONTINUE
C
SUBROUTINE EXOBW (NDB, NOUT)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE WRITES THE MATERIAL PROPERTY INFORMATION INTO
C ASCII FILE FORMAT.
C
C WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 7-26-94
C
C INCLUDE 'geostat-map.blk'
C
PARAMETER (PZERO = 0.00)
C
CHARACTER*S NAMEEV, NAMEGV, NAMEHV, NAMENV
CHARACTER*S USRNV
C
C PROBLEM SIZE, RECORD VARIABLES
COMMON /PSIZE/
  1 NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
  2 LESSEL, LESSNL,
C
C NUMNOD - the number of nodes
C NDIM - the number of dimensions
C NUMEL - the total number of elements
C NELBLK - the number of element blocks
C NUMNPS - the number of node sets
C LNPSNL - node set list length
C NUMESS - number of node sets
C LESSEL - side set element list length
C LESSNL - side set node list length
C
C SIZING PARAMETERS FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
COMMON /SIZEB/
  1 IDEBLK, NUMELB(NELBK), NELNOD, NATRIB,
C
C IDEBLK - element block identification (must be unique)
C NUMELB - number of elements in this block (the sum of NUMELB
C over all blocks must equal NUMEL above)
C NELNOD - number of nodes defining the connectivity for an
C element of this type
C NATRIB - number of element attributes for this element type
C
DIMENSION NAMEHV(NVARH), NAMEGV(NVARG), NAMENV(NVARN),
  1 NAMEEV(NVARE), ISEVOK(NVARE,NELBK)
C
DIMENSION VALHI(NVARH), VALGV(NVARH),
  1 VALV(NUMND,NVARH), VALEV(NUEL,NVARE,NELBK),
  2 PROP(NUMND), DIFF(NUMND)
DATA USRNV /'PROP'/
C
C READ THE HISTORY, GLOBAL, NODAL, AND ELEMENT VARIABLE INFO
C
READ(NDB) NVARHI, NVARGL, NVARNP, NVAREL
READ(NDB) (NAMEGV(I), I=1,NVARHI),
  1 (NAMEHV(I), I=1,NVARH),
  2 (NAMENV(I), I=1,NVARN).
3 (NAMEEV(I), I=1,NVAREL)
C
   READ(NDB) ((SEVOK(I,J), I=1,NVAREL), J=1,NELBLK)
C
C READ EACH TIME STEP
C
100 CONTINUE
C
   READ(NDB, END=900) TIME, HIFLAGS
C
   READ(NDB) (VALHI(IVAR), IVAR = 1, NVARGL)
   IF (HIFLAGS.EQ.0.0) THEN
C
   READ(NDB) (VALGV(IVAR), IVAR = 1, NVARGL)
   DO 130 IVAR = 1, NVARNP
C
   READ(NDB) (VALNV(INP,IVAR), INP = 1, NUMNOD)
   DO 140 INP = 1, NUMNOD
C
   WRITE(NOUT.*) INP, VALNV(INP,IVAR)
C
140 CONTINUE
C
130 CONTINUE
C
END IF
C
GO TO 100
C
900 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
B.3 EXOREAD

This code was used to take the results from two finite element calculations and compute the difference in results at each node and then write results to an EXODUS file format for post-processing.

PROGRAM MAIN

C READ DATA FROM TWO EXODUS BINARY FORMAT FILES AND WRITE
C TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE HISTORIES TO EXODUS BINARY FORMAT

C WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 5-23-94

C INCLUDE 'exoread.blk'

PARAMETER ( PZERO = 0.0D0 )

C PROBLEM SIZE RECORD VARIABLES
COMMON /PSIZR/
  1 NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
  2 LESSEL, LESSNL

C CHARACTER*25 EXOOUT, FILENM, FILEN2

DIMENSION TEMPl (NUMND,NVARH,ITIM)

DATA NDB /9/
DATA ND2 /lo/
DATA NOUT /21/

C ENTER INPUT FILE NAMES

FILENM= 'file1.plt'
FILEN2= 'file2.plt'
EXOOUT= 'out.plt'

C ---------------------------------------------

C READ INPUT DATA RECORDS
C ---------------------------------------------

C OPEN EXODUS DATABASE FILES
C
C OPEN (UNIT=NDB, FILE=FILENM, STATUS='OLD', FORM='UNFORMATTED')
OPEN (UNIT=ND2, FILE=FILEN2, STATUS='OLD', FORM='UNFORMATTED')
OPEN (UNIT=NOUT, FILE=EXOOUT, STATUS='NEW', FORM='UNFORMATTED')

C ---------------------------------------------

C READ IN THE ZERO TIME STEP MESH INFORMATION WHICH INCLUDES NODAL
C POINT COORDINATES, ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY, ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES,
C ELEMENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, AND QA INFORMATION FROM FIRST
C EXODUS FILE
C
C CALL EXOA ( NDB )

C ---------------------------------------------

C READ IN THE HISTORY, GLOBAL, NODAL, AND ELEMENT VARIABLE
C INFORMATION FROM FIRST EXODUS FILE
C
C CALL EXOB ( NDB, TEMPl, ITIME )

C ---------------------------------------------

C READ SECOND FILE AND WRITE DATA TO OUTPUT FILE
C CALL EXOA(NDB)
C CALL EXOBW(NDB, NOUT, TEMPI, ITIME)
C
C CLOSE EXODUS DATA BASE
C
CLOSE (UNIT=NDB)
CLOSE (UNIT=ND2)
CLOSE (UNIT=NOUT)
C
STOP
END
C
SUBROUTINE EXOA(NDB)
C
THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN THE EXODUS ZERO TIME-STEP DATA
C BASE
C
C WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 5-23-94
C
C INCLUDE 'exoread.blk'
C
C PROBLEM SIZE RECORD VARIABLES

COMMON /PSIZR/

1 NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,

2 LESSEL, LESSNL
C
C NUMNOD - The number of nodes
C NDIM - The number of dimensions
C NUMEL - the total number of elements
C NELBLK - the number of element blocks
C NUMNPS - the number of node sets
C LNPSNL - node set list length
C NUMESS - number of node sets
C LESSEL - side set element list length
C LESSNL - side set node list length
C
C SIZING PARAMETERS FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK

COMMON /SIZEBL/

1 IDEBLK, NUMELB(NELBK), NELNOD, NATRB
C
C IDEBLK - element block identification (must be unique)
C NUMELB - number of elements in this block (the sum of NUMELB
C over all blocks must equal NUMEL above)
C NELNOD - number of nodes defining the connectivity for an
C element of this type
C NATRB - number of element attributes for this element type
C
CHARACTER*80 HEAD, INFO
CHARACTER*8 NAMECO, NAMELB, QATITL
C
DIMENSION COORD(NUMND,NDIMN),MAP(NUEL),ICONK(NELND,NUMBS),

1 ATRIB(NATRB,NUMB),IDPS(UMNS),NNPS(UMNS),

2 IFTPS(UMNS),LNPSLS(LNPSNL),FACNPS(LNPSNL),

3 IDESS(UMES),NEESS(UMES),NNESS(UMES),IPBESS(UMES),

4 IPNESS(UMES),LITESS(LESSN),LTNESS(LESSN),FACESS(LESSN)
C
DIMENSION QATITL(4,NQARC), INFO(NINF), NAMECO(NDIMN),

1 NAMELB(NELBK)
C
C HEADER RECORD
C
READ(NDB) HEAD
C PROBLEM SIZE RECORD
C
READ(NDB) NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
*     LESSEL, LESSNL, NVERS
C
C READ NODAL POINT COORDINATES
C
READ(NDB) ((COORD(I,J), I=1,NUMNOD), J=1,NDIM)
C
C READ OPTIMIZED ELEMENT ORDER MAP
C
READ(NDB) (MAP(I), I=1,NUMEL)
C
C READ IN ELEMENT BLOCKS
C
DO 130 K=1,NELBLK
C
READ(NDB) IDEBLK, NUMELB(K), NELNOD, NATRIB
C
C CONNECTIVITY FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
READ(NDB) ((ICONK(J,1), J=1,NELNOD), I=1,NUMELB(K))
C
C ATTRIBUTES FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
READ(NDB) ((ATRIB(J,1), J=1,NATRIB), I=1,NUMELB(K))
C
130 CONTINUE
C
C READ NODE SETS DATA
C
C NODE SET IDS
READ(NDB) (IDNPS(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
C
C NODE SET COUNTS
READ(NDB) (NNNPS(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
C
C NODE SET POINTERS
READ(NDB) (IPTNPS(I), I=1,NUMNPS)
C
C NODE SET NODE LIST
READ(NDB) (LSTNPS(I), I=1,LNPSNL)
C
C NODE SET DISTRIBUTION FACTORS
READ(NDB) (FACNPS(I), I=1,LNPSNL)
C
C SIDE SETS DATA
C
C SIDE SET IDS
READ(NDB) (IDESS(I), I=1,NMESS)
C
C SIDE SET ELEMENT COUNTS
READ(NDB) (NEESS(I), I=1,NMESS)
C
C SIDE SET NODE COUNTS
READ(NDB) (NNESS(I), I=1,NMESS)
C
C SIDE SET ELEMENT POINTERS
READ(NDB) (IPNESS(I), I=1,NMESS)
C
C SIDE SET NODE POINTERS
READ(NDB) (IPEESS(I), I=1,NMESS)
C
C SIDE SET ELEMENT LIST
READ(NDB) (LTEESS(I), I=1,LESSEL)
C
C SIDE SET NODE LIST
READ(NDB) (LTNESS(I), I=1,LESSNL)
C
C SIDE SET DISTRIBUTION FACTORS
READ(NDB) (FACES(I), I=1,LESSNL)
C
C READ THE QA HEADER INFORMATION
C
READ(NDB) NQAREC
C
DO 140 IQA=1,NQAREC
C
READ(NDB) (QATITL(I,IQA), I=1,4)
READ(NDB) NINFO
DO 150 I=1,NINFO
  READ(NDB) INFO(I)
150 CONTINUE
READ(NDB) NAMECO(I), I=1,NDIM)
READ(NDB) NAMELB(I), I=1,NELBLK)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE EXOB (NDB, TEMPI, ITIME)

THIS SUBROUTINE READS TIME HISTORY INFORMATION SPECIFIED
BY THE USER AND DETERMINES ELEMENT VARIABLE AVERAGES OR
ELEMENT BLOCK VARIABLE AVERAGES

WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 5-23-94
PARAMETER (PZERO = 0.D0)
CHARACTER*8 NAMEEV, NAMEGV, NAMEHV, NAMENV
COMMON /PSIZR/
  I NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
  2 LESSEL, LESSNL
C
NUMNOD - The number of nodes
NDIM - The number of dimensions
NUMEL - the total number of elements
NELBLK - the number of element blocks
NUMNPS - the number of node sets
LNPSNL - node set list length
NUMESS - number of node sets
LESSEL - side set element list length
LESSNL - side set node list length

SIZING PARAMETERS FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
COMMON /SIZELB/
  IDEBLK, NUMELB(NELBK), NELNOD, NATRIB
C
IDEBLK - element block identification (must be unique)
NUMELB - number of elements in this block (the sum of NUMELB
over all blocks must equal NUMEL above)
NELNOD - number of nodes defining the connectivity for an
element of this type
NATRIB - number of element attributes for this element type

C

C READ OPTIONAL HEADER TEXT
C
READ(NDB) NINFO
C
DO 150 I=1,NINFO
C
READ(NDB) INFO(I)
C
150 CONTINUE
C
READ THE COORDINATE NAMES
C
READ(NDB) (NAMECO(I), I=1,NDIM)
C
READ THE ELEMENT TYPES
C
READ(NDB) (NAMELB(I), I=1,NELBLK)
C
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE EXOB (NDB, TEMPI, ITIME)

THIS SUBROUTINE READS TIME HISTORY INFORMATION SPECIFIED
BY THE USER AND DETERMINES ELEMENT VARIABLE AVERAGES OR
ELEMENT BLOCK VARIABLE AVERAGES

WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 5-23-94
PARAMETER (PZERO = 0.D0)
CHARACTER*8 NAMEEV, NAMEGV, NAMEHV, NAMENV
COMMON /PSIZR/
  I NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
  2 LESSEL, LESSNL
C
NUMNOD - The number of nodes
NDIM - The number of dimensions
NUMEL - the total number of elements
NELBLK - the number of element blocks
NUMNPS - the number of node sets
LNPSNL - node set list length
NUMESS - number of node sets
LESSEL - side set element list length
LESSNL - side set node list length
C

SIZING PARAMETERS FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
COMMON /SIZELB/
  IDEBLK, NUMELB(NELBK), NELNOD, NATRIB
C
IDEBLK - element block identification (must be unique)
NUMELB - number of elements in this block (the sum of NUMELB
over all blocks must equal NUMEL above)
NELNOD - number of nodes defining the connectivity for an
element of this type
NATRIB - number of element attributes for this element type
C

C

C CONTINUE
C
C READ OPTIONAL HEADER TEXT
C
READ(NDB) NINFO
C
DO 150 I=1,NINFO
C
READ(NDB) INFO(I)
C
150 CONTINUE
C
READ THE COORDINATE NAMES
C
READ(NDB) (NAMECO(I), I=1,NDIM)
C
READ THE ELEMENT TYPES
C
READ(NDB) (NAMELB(I), I=1,NELBLK)
C
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE EXOB (NDB, TEMPI, ITIME)

THIS SUBROUTINE READS TIME HISTORY INFORMATION SPECIFIED
BY THE USER AND DETERMINES ELEMENT VARIABLE AVERAGES OR
ELEMENT BLOCK VARIABLE AVERAGES

WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 5-23-94
PARAMETER (PZERO = 0.D0)
CHARACTER*8 NAMEEV, NAMEGV, NAMEHV, NAMENV
COMMON /PSIZR/
  I NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
  2 LESSEL, LESSNL
C
NUMNOD - The number of nodes
NDIM - The number of dimensions
NUMEL - the total number of elements
NELBLK - the number of element blocks
NUMNPS - the number of node sets
LNPSNL - node set list length
NUMESS - number of node sets
LESSEL - side set element list length
LESSNL - side set node list length
C

SIZING PARAMETERS FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
COMMON /SIZELB/
  IDEBLK, NUMELB(NELBK), NELNOD, NATRIB
C
IDEBLK - element block identification (must be unique)
NUMELB - number of elements in this block (the sum of NUMELB
over all blocks must equal NUMEL above)
NELNOD - number of nodes defining the connectivity for an
element of this type
NATRIB - number of element attributes for this element type
C

C
DIMENSION NAMEHV(NVARH), NAMEGV(NVARG), NAMENV(NVARN),
1 NAMEEV(NVARE), ISEVOK(NVARE,NELBK)
C
DIMENSION VALHI(NVARH), VALGV(NVARH),
1 TEMPI(NUMND,NVARH,ITIM), VALEV(NUEL,NVARE,NELBK)
C
C READ THE HISTORY, GLOBAL, NODAL, AND ELEMENT VARIABLE INFO
C
READ(NDB) NVARHI, NVARGL, NVARNP, NVAREL
READ(NDB) (NAMEHV(I), I=1,NVARHI),
1 (NAMEGV(I), I=1,NVARGL),
2 (NAMENV(I), I=1,NVARNP),
3 (NAMEEV(I), I=1,NVAREL)
C
READ(NDB) ((ISEVOK(I,J), I=1,NVAREL), J=1,NELBLK)
C
C READ EACH TIME STEP
C
ITIME = 1
120 CONTINUE
C
READ(NDB, END = 900) TIME, HIFLAG
C
READ(NDB) (VALHI(IVAR), IVAR = 1, NVARHI)
C
IF (HIFLAG .EQ. PZERO) THEN
C
READ(NDB) (VALGV(IVAR), IVAR = 1, NVARGL)
C
DO 130 IVAR = 1, NVARNP
READ(NDB) (TEMPI(INP,IVAR,ITIME), INP = 1, NUMNOD)
C
130 CONTINUE
C
DO 150 IBLK = 1, NELBLK
C
DO 140 IVAR = 1, NVAREL
C
IF(ISEVOK(IVAR,IBLK) .NE. PZERO) THEN
C
READ(NDB) (VALEV(IEL,IVAR,IBLK), IEL=1,NUMELB(IBLK))
C
END IF
C
140 CONTINUE
C
150 CONTINUE
C
END IF
C
ITIME = ITIME + 1
C
GO TO 120
C
900 CONTINUE
C
ITIME = ITIME - 1
C
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE EXOAW (NDB,NOUT)
C
THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN THE EXODUS ZERO TIME-STEP DATA

WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 5-23-94

INCLUDE 'exoread.blk'

PROBLEM SIZE RECORD VARIABLES
COMMON /PSIZR/
  1 NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
  2 LESSEL, LESSNL

NUMNOD - The number of nodes
NDIM - The number of dimensions
NUMEL - the total number of elements
NELBLK - the number of element blocks
NUMNPS - the number of node sets
LNPSNL - node set list length
NUMESS - number of node sets
LESSEL - side set element list length
LESSNL - side set node list length

SIZING PARAMETERS FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
COMMON /SIZELB/
  1 IDEBLK, NUMELB(NELBK), NELNOD, NATRIB

IDEBLK - element block identification (must be unique)
NUMELB - number of elements in this block (the sum of NUMEL
over all blocks must equal NUMEL above)
NELNOD - number of nodes defining the connectivity for an
element of this type
NATRIB - number of element attributes for this element type

CHARACTER*80 HEAD, INFO
CHARACTER*8 NAMECO, NAMELB, QATITL

DIMENSION COORD(NUMNOD,NDIMN),MAP(NUMEL),ICNK(NELND,NUMEB),
  1 ATRIB(NATRB,NUMEB),IDNPS(NUMNS),NNNPS(NUMNS),
  2 IPTNPS(NUMNS),LSTNPS(LNPSL),FACNPS(LNPSL),
  3 IDESS(NUMES),NEESS(NUMES),NNESS(NUMES),IPEESS(NUMES),
  4 IPNESS(NUMES),LTEESS(LESSL),LTNESS(LESSN),FACESS(LESSN)

DIMENSION QATITL(4,NQARC), INFO(NINF), NAMECO(ND1MN),
  1 NAMELB(NELBK)

HEADER RECORD
READ(NDB) HEAD
WRITE(NOUT) HEAD

PROBLEM SIZE RECORD
READ(NDB) NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
  * LESSEL, LESSNL, NVERSN
WRITE(NOUT) NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS,
  * LESSEL, LESSNL, NVERSN

READ NODAL POINT COORDINATES
READ(NDB) ((COORD(I,J), I=1,NUMNOD), J=1,NDIM)
WRITE(NOUT) ((COORD(I,J), I=1,NUMNOD), J=1,NDIM)

READ OPTIMIZED ELEMENT ORDER MAP
READ(NDB) (MAP(I), I=1,NUMEL)
WRITE(NOUT) (MAP(I), I=1,NUMEL)
C
C READ IN ELEMENT BLOCKS
C
DO 130 K=1,NELBLK  
C
READ(NDB) IDEBLK, NUMELB(K), NELNOD, NATRIB  
WRITE(NOUT) IDEBLK, NUMELB(K), NELNOD, NATRIB  
C
CONNECTIVITY FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
READ(NDB) ((ICONK(J,1), J=1, NELNOD), I=1, NUMELB(K))  
WRITE(NOUT) ((ICONK(J,1), J=1, NELNOD), I=1, NUMELB(K))  
C
C ATTRIBUTES FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
READ(NDB) ((ATRIB(J,1), J=1, NATRIB), I=1, NUMELB(K))  
WRITE(NOUT) ((ATRIB(J,1), J=1, NATRIB), I=1, NUMELB(K))  
C
130 CONTINUE
C
C READ NODE SETS DATA
C
C NODE SET IDS
READ(NDB) (IDNPS(I), I=1, NUMNPS)
WRITE(NOUT) (IDNPS(I), I=1, NUMNPS)
C NODE SET COUNTS
READ(NDB) (NNNPS(I), I=1, NUMNPS)
WRITE(NOUT) (NNNPS(I), I=1, NUMNPS)
C NODE SET POINTERS
READ(NDB) (IPTNPS(I), I=1, NUMNPS)
WRITE(NOUT) (IPTNPS(I), I=1, NUMNPS)
C NODE SET NODE LIST
READ(NDB) (LSTNPS(I), I=1, LNPSNL)
WRITE(NOUT) (LSTNPS(I), I=1, LNPSNL)
C NODE SET DISTRIBUTION FACTORS
READ(NDB) (FACNPS(I), I=1, LNPSNL)
WRITE(NOUT) (FACNPS(I), I=1, LNPSNL)
C
C SIDE SETS DATA
C
C SIDE SET IDS
READ(NDB) (IDESS(I), I=1, NUMESS)
WRITE(NOUT) (IDESS(I), I=1, NUMESS)
C SIDE SET ELEMENT COUNTS
READ(NDB) (NEESS(I), I=1, NUMESS)
WRITE(NOUT) (NEESS(I), I=1, NUMESS)
C SIDE SET NODE POINTERS
READ(NDB) (NNESS(I), I=1, NUMESS)
WRITE(NOUT) (NNESS(I), I=1, NUMESS)
C SIDE SET NODE POINTERS
READ(NDB) (INNESS(I), I=1, NUMESS)
WRITE(NOUT) (INNESS(I), I=1, NUMESS)
C SIDE SET ELEMENT LIST
READ(NDB) (LTEESS(I), I=1, LESSEL)
WRITE(NOUT) (LTEESS(I), I=1, LESSEL)
C SIDE SET NODE POINTERS
READ(NDB) (LTNESS(I), I=1, LESSNL)
WRITE(NOUT) (LTNESS(I), I=1, LESSNL)
C SIDE SET DISTRIBUTION FACTORS
READ(NDB) (FACESS(I), I=1, LESSNL)
WRITE(NOUT) (FACESS(I), I=1, LESSNL)
C
C READ THE QA HEADER INFORMATION
READ(NDB) NQAREC
WRITE(NOUT) NQAREC
C
DO 140 IQA=1,NQAREC
C
READ(NDB) (QATITL(I,IQA), I=1,4)
WRITE(NOUT) (QATITL(I,IQA), I=1,4)
C
140 CONTINUE
C
C READ OPTIONAL HEADER TEXT
C
READ(NDB) NINFO
WRITE(NOUT) NINFO
C
DO 150 I=1,NINFO
C
READ(NDB) INFO(I)
WRITE(NOUT) INFO(I)
C
150 CONTINUE
C
C READ THE COORDINATE NAMES
C
READ(NDB) (NAMECO(I), I=1,NDIM)
WRITE(NOUT) (NAMECO(I), I=1,NDIM)
C
C READ THE ELEMENT TYPES
C
READ(NDB) (NAMELB(I), I=1,NELBLK)
WRITE(NOUT) (NAMELB(I), I=1,NELBLK)
C
RETURN
END
C
C SUBROUTINE EXOBW ( NDB, NOUT, TEMPI, ITIME)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE READS AND WRITES TIME HISTORY INFORMATION
C
C WRITTEN BY RANDY LONGENBAUGH 5-23-94
C
C INCLUDE 'exoread.blk'
C
PARAMETER ( PZERO = 0.D0 )
C
CHARACTER*8 NAMEEV, NAMEGV, NAMEHV, NAMENV
CHARACTER*8 USRNV
C
C PROBLEM SIZE RECORD VARIABLES
COMMON /PSIZR/
 1 NUMNOD, NDIM, NUMEL, NELBLK, NUMNPS, LNPSNL, NUMESS.
 2 LESSEL, LESSNL
C
C NUMNOD - The number of nodes
C NDIM - The number of dimensions
C NUMEL - the total number of elements
C NELBLK - the total number of element blocks
C NUMNPS - the number of node sets
C LNPSNL - node set list length
C NUMESS - number of node sets
C LESSEL - side set element list length
C LESSNL - side set node list length
C
C SIZING PARAMETERS FOR THIS ELEMENT BLOCK
COMMON /SIZELB/
  1 IDEBLK, NUMELB(NELBK), NELNOD, NATRIB

C IDEBLK - element block identification (must be unique)
C NUMELB - number of elements in this block (the sum of NUMELB
C over all blocks must equal NUMEL above)
C NELNOD - number of nodes defining the connectivity for an
C element of this type
C NATRIB - number of element attributes for this element type
C
D DIMENSION NAMEHV(NVARH), NAMEGV(NVARG), NAMENV(NVARN),
  1 NAMEEV(NVARE), ISEVOK(NVARE,NELBK)
C
D DIMENSION VALHI(NVARH), VALGV(NVARG),
  1 VALNV(NUMND,NVARH), VALEV(NUEL,NVARE,NELBK),
  2 TEMPI(NUMND,NVARH,ITIM), DIFF(NUMND)
D DATA USRNV /'TEMP-DIF'/
C
C READ THE HISTORY, GLOBAL, NODAL, AND ELEMENT VARIABLE INFO
C
   READ(NDB) NVARHI, NVARGL, NVARNP, NVAREL
   WRITE(NOUT) NVARHI, NVARGL, NVARNP, NVAREL
   READ(NDB) (NAMEHV(I), I=1,NVARHI),
   1 (NAMEGV(I), I=1,NVARGL),
   2 (NAMENV(I), I=1,NVARNP),
   3 (NAMEEV(I), I=1,NVAREL)
   NAMENV(1) = USRNV
   WRITE(NOUT) (NAMEHV(I), I=1,NVARHI),
   1 (NAMEGV(I), I=1,NVARGL),
   2 (NAMENV(I), I=1,NVARNP),
   3 (NAMEEV(I), I=1,NVAREL)
C
   READ(NDB) ((ISEVOK(I,J), I=1,NVAREL), J=1,NELBLK)
   WRITE(NOUT) ((ISEVOK(I,J), I=1,NVAREL), J=1,NELBLK)
C
C READ EACH TIME STEP
C
   ITIME = 1
120 CONTINUE
C
   READ(NDB, END = 900) TIME, HIFLAG
   WRITE(NOUT) TIME, HIFLAG
C
   READ(NDB) (VALHI(IVAR), IVAR= 1, NVARGL)
   WRITE(NOUT) (VALHI(IVAR), IVAR= 1, NVARGL)
C
   IF (HIFLAG .EQ. PZERO) THEN
C
   READ(NDB) (VALGV(IVAR), IVAR = 1, NVARGL)
   WRITE(NOUT) (VALGV(IVAR), IVAR = 1, NVARGL)
C
   DO 130 IVAR = 1, NVARNP
C
   READ(NDB) (VALNV(INP,IVAR), INP = 1, NUMNOD)
   DO 200 II = 1,NUMNOD
   DIFF(II) = TEMPI(II,IVAR,ITIME) - VALNV(II,IVAR)
200  CONTINUE
   WRITE(NOUT) (DIFF(INP), INP = 1, NUMNOD)
C
130  CONTINUE
C
   DO 150 IBLK = 1, NELBLK
C
   DO 140 IVAR = 1, NVAREL
C
150  CONTINUE
C
140  CONTINUE
C
104
IF(ISEVOK(ivar,iblk) .NE. PZERO) THEN
  READ(NDB) (VALEV(IEL,ivar,iblk), IEL=1,NUMELB(IBLK))
  WRITE(OUT) (VALEV(IEL,ivar,iblk), IEL=1,NUMELB(IBLK))
  END IF
140  CONTINUE
150  CONTINUE
END IF

ITIME = ITIME + 1
GO TO 120
900 CONTINUE
ITIME = ITIME - 1
RETURN
END
This page intentionally left blank.
COYOTE was modified so that geostatistical thermal property data could be used. Modifications were made so that finite element connectivity could be utilized in COYOTE's user subroutines USRCON and USRDEN. The following is a listing of code differences between original and modified code.

### C.1 Subroutine PCGKF

```fortran
*** PCGKF Wed Jul 27 09:59:16 1994
--- PCGKF Wed Jul 27 09:59:54 1994
************
*** 241.271 ****
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.3) THEN
  CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,TR3,
  * TR3G,TR3WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
  * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
  ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR,
  ! * MXNDEL,ICON)
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.4) THEN
  CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,TR6,
  * TR6G,TR6WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
  * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
  ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR,
  ! * MXNDEL,ICON)
C QUADRILATERAL ELEMENTS
C
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.5) THEN
  CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,QD4,
  * QD4G,QD4WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
  * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
  ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR,
  ! * MXNDEL,ICON)
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.6) THEN
  CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,QD8,
  * QD8G,QD8WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
  * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
  ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR,
  ! * MXNDEL,ICON)
C TETRAHEDRAL ELEMENTS
C
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.7) THEN
  ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.3) THEN
    CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,TR3,
    * TR3G,TR3WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
    * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
    ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR)
  ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.4) THEN
    CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,TR6,
    * TR6G,TR6WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
    * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
    ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR)
C QUADRILATERAL ELEMENTS
C
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.5) THEN
  CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,QD4,
  * QD4G,QD4WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
  * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
  ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR,
  ! * MXNDEL,ICON)
  ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.6) THEN
    CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,QD8,
    * QD8G,QD8WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
    * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
    ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR)
C TETRAHEDRAL ELEMENTS
C
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.7) THEN
  ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.3) THEN
    CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,TR3,
    * TR3G,TR3WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
    * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
    ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR)
  ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.4) THEN
    CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,TR6,
    * TR6G,TR6WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
    * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
    ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR)
C QUADRILATERAL ELEMENTS
C
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.5) THEN
  CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,QD4,
  * QD4G,QD4WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
  * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
  ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR,
  ! * MXNDEL,ICON)
  ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.6) THEN
    CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,QD8,
    * QD8G,QD8WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
    * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
    ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR)
C TETRAHEDRAL ELEMENTS
C
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.7) THEN
  ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.3) THEN
    CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,TR3,
    * TR3G,TR3WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
    * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
    ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR)
  ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.4) THEN
    CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,TR6,
    * TR6G,TR6WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
    * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
    ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR)
C QUADRILATERAL ELEMENTS
C
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.5) THEN
  CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,QD4,
  * QD4G,QD4WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
  * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
  ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR,
  ! * MXNDEL,ICON)
  ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.6) THEN
    CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,QD8,
    * QD8G,QD8WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
    * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
    ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR)
C TETRAHEDRAL ELEMENTS
C
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.7) THEN
  ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.3) THEN
    CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,TR3,
    * TR3G,TR3WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
    * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
    ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR)
  ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.4) THEN
    CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,TR6,
    * TR6G,TR6WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
    * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
    ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR)
C QUADRILATERAL ELEMENTS
C
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.5) THEN
  CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,QD4,
  * QD4G,QD4WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
  * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
  ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR,
  ! * MXNDEL,ICON)
  ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.6) THEN
    CALL ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,QD8,
    * QD8G,QD8WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
    * DATMAT,PTPMAT,TFNVAL,IPPTFN,DATVFN,IPVTFN,RCONST,
    ! * ICONST,SPECGR,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMFR)
C TETRAHEDRAL ELEMENTS
C
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.7) THEN
```

APPENDIX C: LISTING OF CODE MODIFICATIONS MADE TO COYOTE-II
ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.6) THEN
  CALL ELMKI2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KEL,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,QD8,
  QD8G,QD8WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
  DATMAT,IPTMAT,TFNVAL,IPTTFN,DATVFN,IPTVFN,RCONST,
  !*  ICONST,SPECGF,QCHMPR,ELEMK,ELEMCR,ELEMF)
C C TETRAHEDRAL ELEMENTS
C ELSE IF (KIND.EQ.7) THEN
C.2 Subroutine ELMKF2

*** ELMKF2,Fri Jul 29 10:15:58 1994
--- ELMKF2,oldWed Jul 27 09:59:35 1994

**************

*** 1,10 ****
*DECK,ELMKF2

SUBROUTINE ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KELM,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,
* AN,DNDS,WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
* DATMAT,PTMAT,TFNVAL,PTFNFN,DATVFN,PTVFN,
! * RCONST,ICONST,SPECGP,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMF,
! * MXNDEL,ICON)

C
C DESCRIPTION:

--- 1,9 ----

*DECK,ELMKF2

SUBROUTINE ELMKF2 (TIME,KSTEP,KBLK,KELM,MATID,MAT,NN,NINT,NSPEC,
* AN,DNDS,WT,XE,YE,ZE,TNELM,TPELM,TDELM,PTMAT,
* DATMAT,PTMAT,TFNVAL,PTFNFN,DATVFN,PTVFN,
! * RCONST,ICONST,SPECGP,QCHMGP,ELEMK,ELEMCP,ELEMF)

C
C DESCRIPTION:

**************

*** 7230 ****

DIMENSION DIRCOS(9,2,2)
DIMENSION XXHAT(9), YXHAT(9), ZXHAT(9)
DIMENSION XYHAT(9), YYHAT(9), ZYHAT(9)
DIMENSION COND11(9), COND22(9), COND33(9), COND(9,2,2)
! DIMENSION RADIUS(9), ICON(MXNDEL,*)

C
C EQUIVALENCE (DXDS,DSDX)

--- 71,79 ----

DIMENSION DIRCOS(9,2,2)
DIMENSION XXHAT(9), YXHAT(9), ZXHAT(9)
DIMENSION XYHAT(9), YYHAT(9), ZYHAT(9)
DIMENSION COND11(9), COND22(9), COND33(9), COND(9,2,2)
! DIMENSION RADIUS(9)

C
C EQUIVALENCE (DXDS,DSDX)

C
C DESCRIPTION:

**************

*** 162,171 ****

C USER SUBROUTINE

ELSE IF (PTMAT(I,MAT).EQ.'U') THEN

CALL USRDEN (RHO,TPGP,SPECGP,XE,YE,ZE,MATID,NINT,NSPEC,NSPEC,
* TIME,KSTEP,ICONST,ICON)

! * MXNDEL,ICON,KELM)

END IF

C
C ---- HEAT CAPACITY

C

--- 161,169 ----

C USER SUBROUTINE

ELSE IF (PTMAT(I,MAT).EQ.'U') THEN
CALL USRDEN (RHO, TPGP, SPEC, XE, YE, ZE, MATID, NINT, MXSPEC, NSPEC,
! * TIME, KSTEP, RCONST, ICONST)
END IF
C
C ----- HEAT CAPACITY
C
***************
*** 224.233 ****
C USER SUBROUTINE
C
ELSE IF (PTMAT(3,MAT).EQ."U") THEN
CALL USRCON (COND1, COND2, COND3, TPGP, SPEC, XE, YE, ZE, MATID,
! * NINT, MXSPEC, NSPEC, TIME, KSTEP, RCONST, ICONST,
! * MXNDEL, ICON, KELM)
END IF
C
C ----- CONDUCTIVITY TENSOR (GLOBAL VALUES)
C
--- 222.230 ---
C USER SUBROUTINE
C
ELSE IF (PTMAT(3,MAT).EQ."U") THEN
CALL USRCON (COND1, COND2, COND3, TPGP, SPEC, XE, YE, ZE, MATID,
! * NINT, MXSPEC, NSPEC, TIME, KSTEP, RCONST, ICONST)
END IF
C
C ----- CONDUCTIVITY TENSOR (GLOBAL VALUES)
C
APPENDIX D: USER SUBROUTINES USED IN COYOTE

This appendix contains all user subroutines used with COYOTE. Heat generation subroutines were common to all calculations and are presented first. The material property user subroutines are specific to each calculation made.

D.1 Volumetric Heating, USRVHS_100

Subroutine USRVHS_100 was used to calculate the decay heat characteristics of spent fuel canisters using the repository thermal loading of 100 kW/acre aerial power density.

*DECK.USRVHS
SUBROUTINE USRVHS (VOLHT,TEMP,XIP,YIP,ZIP,MATID,NUMIPT,TIME,KSTEP,
* RCONST,ICONST)
C
C DESCRIPTION:
C USER SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE VOLUME HEATING FOR A MATERIAL
C AT THE ELEMENT INTEGRATION POINTS
C
C PARAMETERS:
C VOLHT  (REAL) - Volume heating evaluated at the element integration points (output)
C TEMP   (REAL) - Temperatures at the element integration points (input)
C XIP    (REAL) - Coordinates for the element integration points (input)
C YIP    (REAL) - Coordinates for the element integration points (input)
C ZIP    (REAL) - Material id (input)
C MATID  (INTEGER) - Material id (input)
C NUMIPT (INTEGER) - Number of element integration points (input)
C TIME   (REAL) - Current time (input)
C KSTEP  (INTEGER) - Current iteration/time step number (input)
C RCONST (REAL) - User constants (input)
C ICONST (INTEGER) - User constants (input)
C
C CALLED BY: ELMKF2, ELMKF3
C
C PARAMETER (VPOWZO = 13.5)
PARAMETER (YEAR = 31536000.0, ZERO = 0.0)
DIMENSION VOLHT(*), TEMP(*)
DIMENSION XIP(*), YIP(*), ZIP(*)
DIMENSION RCONST(*), ICONST(*)
DIMENSION COEFA(6), COEFB(6)
DATA COEFA/0.02068,0.14450,0.13185,0.01238,0.67719,
0.01340/0.
DATA COEFB/0.21903E-5,0.13263E-2,0.61814E-2,0.12091E-1,
0.23888E-1,0.111839/
C
C USER SUPPLIED FORTRAN CODE TO EVALUATE THE VOLUME HEATING VECTOR,
C VOLHT
C
POWER = ZERO
C
CONVERT TIME IN SECONDS TO TIME IN YEARS
C
TIMEY = TIME / YEAR
DO 100 I = 1, 6
    POWER = POWER + COEFA(I) * EXP(-COEFB(I)*TIMEY)
100 CONTINUE
C
    IF ( MATID .EQ. 20 ) THEN
        DO 200 I = 1, NUMIPT
            VOLHT(I) = POWER * VPOW20
        200 CONTINUE
    ELSE
        DO 300 I = 1, NUMIPT
            VOLHT(I) = ZERO
        300 CONTINUE
    END IF
C
RETURN
END
D.2 Thermal Property Subroutines Used for LVRHL and LVRSL Calculations

Subroutine USRCON is used to provide thermal conductivity as a function of temperature. Subroutine USRCP was used to provide heat capacity as a function of temperature. Both subroutine are presented below.

```
SUBROUTINE USRCON (COND1, COND2, COND3, TEMP, SPEC, X, Y, Z, MATID, 
                   NUMIPT, MXSPEC, NSPEC, TIME, KSTEP)

C**********************************************************************
C    COYOTE II USER SUBROUTINE
C    SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN
C USING RIB DATA THAT VARIES AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
C**********************************************************************

DIMENSION COND1(*), COND2(*), COND3(*)
DIMENSION TEMP(*), SPEC(MXSPEC,*), X(*), Y(*), Z(*)
DIMENSION TCW(2), PTN(2), TSW1(2), TSW23(2), CHN1V(2), 
         CHNZ(2)
PARAMETER(TCOND = 94.0)
DATA (TCW(I),I=1,2)/1.65,1.58/
DATA (PTN(I),I=1,2)/0.85,0.61/
DATA (TSW1(I),I=1,2)/1.60,1.5/
DATA (TSW23(I),I=1,2)/2.00,2.00/
DATA (CHN1V(I),I=1,2)/1.2,1.84/
DATA (CHNZ(I),I=1,2)/1.28,0.56/

C**********************************************************************

IF (MATID .EQ. 1) THEN
   DO 10 I=1,NUMIPT
      IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
         COND1(I)=TCW(1)
         COND2(I)=COND1(I)
      ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
         END IF
      END IF
   CONTINUE
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 2) THEN
   DO 20 I=1,NUMIPT
      IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
         COND1(I)=PTN(1)
         COND2(I)=COND1(I)
         COND1(I)=PTN(2)
         COND2(I)=COND1(I)
      ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
         END IF
      END IF
   CONTINUE
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 3) THEN
   ...
ENDIF
```

113
DO 30 I=1,NUMIPT
C
  IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
    COND11(I)=TSW1(1)
    COND22(I)=COND11(I)
  ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
    COND11(I)=TSW1(2)
    COND22(I)=COND11(I)
  END IF
C
30 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 4) THEN
C
DO 40 I=1,NUMIPT
C
  IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
    COND11(I)=TSW23(1)
    COND22(I)=COND11(I)
    COND11(I)=TSW23(2)
    COND22(I)=COND11(I)
  ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
    END IF
C
40 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 5) THEN
C
DO 50 I=1,NUMIPT
C
  IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
    COND11(I)=CHN1V(I)
    COND22(I)=COND11(I)
    COND11(I)=CHN1V(2)
    COND22(I)=COND11(I)
  ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
    END IF
C
50 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 6) THEN
C
DO 60 I=1,NUMIPT
C
  IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
    COND11(I)=CHN1Z(I)
    COND22(I)=COND11(I)
    COND11(I)=CHN1Z(2)
    COND22(I)=COND11(I)
  ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
    END IF
C
60 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 7) THEN
C
DO 70 I=1,NUMIPT
C
  IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
    COND11(I)=CHN1Z(I)
    COND22(I)=COND11(I)
    COND11(I)=CHN1Z(2)
    COND22(I)=COND11(I)
  ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
    END IF
C
70 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 8) THEN
C
DO 80 I=1,NUMIPT
C
IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
COND11(I)=CHNIZ(I)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
COND11(I)=CHNIZ(2)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
END IF
C
80 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 9) THEN
C
DO 90 I=1,NUMIPT
C
IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
COND11(I)=CHNIZ(I)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
COND11(I)=CHN1Z(2)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
END IF
C
90 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 10) THEN
C
DO 100 I=1,NUMIPT
C
IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
COND11(I)=CHNIZ(I)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
COND11(I)=CHNIZ(2)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
END IF
C
100 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 11) THEN
C
DO 110 I=1,NUMIPT
C
IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
COND11(I)=CHNIZ(I)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
COND11(I)=CHNIZ(2)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
END IF
C
110 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 12) THEN
C
DO 120 I=1,NUMIPT
C
IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
COND11(I)=CHNIZ(I)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
  CONDI1(I)=CHNIZ(2)
  COND22(I)=COND11(I)
END IF
C
120 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 13) THEN
  DO 130 I=1,NUMIPT
    IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
      CONDI1(I)=CHNIZ(1)
      COND22(I)=COND11(I)
    ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
      COND11(I)=CHNIZ(2)
      COND22(I)=COND11(I)
    END IF
  130 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 21) THEN
  DO 210 I=1,NUMIPT
    IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
      CONDI1(I)=TSW23(1)
      COND22(I)=COND11(I)
      CONDI1(I)=TSW23(2)
      COND22(I)=COND11(I)
    ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
      END IF
  210 CONTINUE
C
END IF
C
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE USRCP (CP,TEMP,SPEC,X,Y,Z,MATID,NUMIPT,MXSPEC,NSPEC,
  *  TIME,KSTEP)
C
***************************************************************************
C
COYOTE II USER SUBROUTINE
C
SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE SPECIFIC HEAT FOR YUCCA MOUNTAIN
C MATERIALS. SPECIFIC HEAT IS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE.
C
***************************************************************************
C
DIMENSION CP(*), TEMP(*), SPEC(MXSPEC,*), X(*), Y(*), Z(*)
DIMENSION TCW(3), PTN(3), TSW1(3), TSW23(3), CHN1V(3),
  I  CHNIZ(3)
C
PARAMETER( TCOND1 = 94.0, TCOND2 = 114.0 )
C
DATA (TCW(I),I=1,3)/2.0313e6, 9.3748e6, 2.0979e6/
DATA (PTN(I),I=1,3)/2.2286e6, 29.311e6, 1.5236e6/
DATA (TSW1(I),I=1,3)/2.0775e6, 12.2655e6, 2.0219e6/
DATA (TSW23(I),I=1,3)/2.1346e6, 10.0179e6, 2.2124e6/
DATA (CHN1V(I),I=1,3)/2.5651e6, 35.368e6, 1.6702e6/
DATA (CHNIZ(I),I=1,3)/2.6543e6, 33.5797e6, 2.2387e6/
IF (MATID .EQ. 1) THEN
  DO 10 I=1,NUMIPT
    IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
      CP(I)=TCW(1)
    ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
      CP(I)=TCW(2)
    ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
      CP(I)=TCW(3)
    END IF
  10 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 2) THEN
  DO 20 I=1,NUMIPT
    IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
      CP(I)=PTN(I)
    ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
      CP(I)=PTN(2)
    ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
      CP(I)=PTN(3)
    END IF
  20 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 3) THEN
  DO 30 I=1,NUMIPT
    IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
      CP(I)=TSW(I)
    ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
      CP(I)=TSW(2)
    ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
      CP(I)=TSW(3)
    END IF
  30 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 4) THEN
  DO 40 I=1,NUMIPT
    IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
      CP(I)=TSW23(I)
    ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
      CP(I)=TSW23(2)
    ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
      CP(I)=TSW23(3)
    END IF
  40 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 5) THEN
  DO 50 I=1,NUMIPT
    IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
      CP(I)=CHN1V(I)
    END IF
  50 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
  CP(I)=CHN1V(2)
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
  CP(I)=CHN1V(3)
END IF

C 50 CONTINUE
C ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 6) THEN
C DO 60 I=1,NUMIPT
C IF (TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
    CP(I)=CHNIZ(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
    CP(I)=CHNIZ(2)
    CP(I)=CHNIZ(3)
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
END IF
C 60 CONTINUE
C ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 7) THEN
C DO 70 I=1,NUMIPT
C IF (TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
    CP(I)=CHNIZ(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
    CP(I)=CHNIZ(2)
    CP(I)=CHNIZ(3)
END IF
C 70 CONTINUE
C ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 8) THEN
C DO 80 I=1,NUMIPT
C IF (TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
    CP(I)=CHNIZ(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
    CP(I)=CHNIZ(2)
    CP(I)=CHNIZ(3)
END IF
C 80 CONTINUE
C ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 9) THEN
C DO 90 I=1,NUMIPT
C IF (TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
    CP(I)=CHNIZ(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
    CP(I)=CHNIZ(2)
    CP(I)=CHNIZ(3)
END IF
C 90 CONTINUE
C ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 10) THEN
DO 100 I=1,NUMIPT

IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
CP(I)=CHN1Z(1)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=CHN1Z(2)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=CHN1Z(3)
END IF

100 CONTINUE

ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 11) THEN

DO 110 I=1,NUMIPT

IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
CP(I)=CHN1Z(1)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=CHN1Z(2)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=CHN1Z(3)
END IF

110 CONTINUE

ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 12) THEN

DO 120 I=1,NUMIPT

IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
CP(I)=CHN1Z(1)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=CHN1Z(2)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=CHN1Z(3)
END IF

120 CONTINUE

ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 13) THEN

DO 130 I=1,NUMIPT

IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
CP(I)=CHN1Z(1)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=CHN1Z(2)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=CHN1Z(3)
END IF

130 CONTINUE

ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 21) THEN

DO 210 I=1,NUMIPT

IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
CP(I)=TSW23(1)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=TSW23(2)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=TSW23(3)

210 CONTINUE
END IF
C
210  CONTINUE
C
   END IF
C
   RETURN
END
D.3 Thermal Property Subroutines Used for LVLHL and LVLSL Calculations

Subroutine USRCON is used to provide thermal conductivity as a function of temperature. Subroutine USRCP was used to provide heat capacity as a function of temperature. Both subroutine are presented below.

```fortran
SUBROUTINE USRCON (COND11,COND22,COND33,TEMP,SPEC,X,Y,Z,MATID,
                      NUMIPT,MXSPEC,NSPEC,TIME,KSTEP)

C ***********************************************************************
C C COYOTE II USER SUBROUTINE
C
C SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN
C USING RIB DATA THAT VARIES AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
C***********************************************************************

DIMENSION COND11(*), COND22(*), COND33(*)
DIMENSION TEMP(*), SPEC(MXSPEC,*), X(*), Y(*), Z(*)
DIMENSION TCW(2), PTN(2), TSW1(2), TSW23(2), CHN1V(2),
               CHN1Z(2), PPW(2)
PARAMETER( TCOND = 94.0 )
DATA (TCW(I),I=1,2)/1.66,1.60/
DATA (PTN(I),I=1,2)/0.76,0.61/
DATA (TSW1(I),I=1,2)/1.62,1.55/
DATA (TSW23(I),I=1,2)/2.00,2.00/
DATA (CHN1V(I),I=1,2)/1.16,0.84/
DATA (CHN1Z(I),I=1,2)/1.34,0.56/
DATA (PPW(I),I=1,2)/2.0,1.35/

C ***********************************************************************

IF (MATID .EQ. 1) THEN
   DO 10 I=1,NUMIPT
      IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
         COND11(I)=TCW(I)
         COND22(I)=COND11(I)
      ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
         COND11(I)=TCW(2)
         COND22(I)=COND11(I)
      END IF
   10 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 2) THEN
   DO 20 I=1,NUMIPT
      IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
         COND11(I)=PTN(I)
         COND22(I)=COND11(I)
      ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
         END IF
   20 CONTINUE
ENDIF
```
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ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 3) THEN
   DO 30 I=I.NUMIPT
      IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
         CONDI(I)=TSW1(I)
         COND22(I)=CONDI(I)
      ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
         END IF
   30 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 4) THEN
   DO 40 I=I.NUMIPT
      IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
         COND1(I)=TSW3(1)
         COND22(I)=CONDI(I)
         CONDI(I)=TSW3(2)
         COND22(I)=CONDI(I)
      ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
         END IF
   40 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 5) THEN
   DO 50 I=I.NUMIPT
      IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
         CONDI(I)=CHN1V(1)
         COND22(I)=CONDI(I)
         CONDI(I)=CHN1V(2)
         COND22(I)=CONDI(I)
      ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
         END IF
   50 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 6) THEN
   DO 60 I=I.NUMIPT
      IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
         COND1(I)=CHN1Z(I)
         COND22(I)=COND1(I)
      ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
         END IF
   60 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 7) THEN
   DO 70 I=I.NUMIPT
      IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
         COND22(I)=PPW(1)
         COND22(I)=COND1(I)
      ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
         END IF
   70 CONTINUE

COND1(I)=PPW(2)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
END IF
C
70 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 8) THEN
C
DO 80 I=1,NUMIPT
C
IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
COND11(I)=PPW(1)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
COND11(I)=PPW(2)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
END IF
C
80 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 9) THEN
C
DO 90 I=1,NUMIPT
C
IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
COND11(I)=PPW(1)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
COND11(I)=PPW(2)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
END IF
C
90 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 10) THEN
C
DO 100 I=1,NUMIPT
C
IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
COND11(I)=PPW(1)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
END IF
C
100 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 11) THEN
C
DO 110 I=1,NUMIPT
C
IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
COND11(I)=PPW(1)
COND22(I)=COND11(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
END IF
C
110 CONTINUE
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 12) THEN
C
DO 120 I=1,NUMIPT
C
IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
   COND1(I)=PPW(1)
   COND2(I)=COND1(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
   END IF
END IF

120 CONTINUE

ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 13) THEN
   DO 130 I=1,NUMIPT
   IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
      COND1(I)=PPW(1)
      COND2(I)=COND1(I)
      COND1(I)=PPW(2)
      COND2(I)=COND1(I)
   ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
   END IF
130 CONTINUE

ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 21) THEN
   DO 210 I=1,NUMIPT
   IF (TEMP(I) .LE. TCOND) THEN
      COND1(I)=TSW(1)
      COND2(I)=COND1(I)
      COND1(I)=TSW(2)
      COND2(I)=COND1(I)
   ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCOND) THEN
   END IF
210 CONTINUE

END IF
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE USRCP (CP, TEMP, SPEC, X, Y, Z, MATID, NUMIPT, MXSPEC, NSPEC,
*       TIME, KSTEP)

COYOTE II USER SUBROUTINE

SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE SPECIFIC HEAT FOR YUCCA MOUNTAIN
MATERIALS. SPECIFIC HEAT IS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE.

DIMENSION CP(*), TEMP(*), SPEC(MXSPEC,*), X(*), Y(*), Z(*)
DIMENSION TCW(3), PTN(3), TSW1(3), TSW23(3), CHNIV(3),
      CHNIZ(3), PPW(3)

PARAMETER( TCONDL = 94.0, TCONDU = 114.0 )

DATA (TCW(I),I=1,3)/1.951e6, 9.3748e6, 1.728e6/
DATA (PTN(I),I=1,3)/1.669e6, 2.931e6, 6.53e6/
DATA (TSW1(I),I=1,3)/1.057e6, 1.2265e6, 1.759e6/
DATA (TSW23(I),I=1,3)/1.719e6, 1.745e6, 2.07e6/
IF (MATID .EQ. 1) THEN
DO 10 I=1,NUMIPT
IF (TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
END IF
CP(I)=TCW(I)
CP(I)=TCW(2)
CP(I)=TCW(3)
10 CONTINUE

C
C
C
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 2) THEN
DO 20 I=1,NUMIPT
IF (TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
END IF
CP(I)=PTN(1)
CP(I)=PTN(2)
CP(I)=PTN(3)
20 CONTINUE

C
C
C
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 3) THEN
DO 30 I=1,NUMIPT
IF (TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
END IF
CP(I)=TSW(I)
CP(I)=TSW(I)
CP(I)=TSW(I)
30 CONTINUE

C
C
C
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 4) THEN
DO 40 I=1,NUMIPT
IF (TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
END IF
CP(I)=TSW2(I)
CP(I)=TSW2(I)
CP(I)=TSW2(I)
40 CONTINUE

C
C
C
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 5) THEN
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DO 50 I=1,NUMIPT
  C
  IF (TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
    CP(I)=CHN1V(1)
  ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
    CP(I)=CHN1V(2)
  ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
    CP(I)=CHN1V(3)
  END IF
  C
  50 CONTINUE
  C
  ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 6) THEN
    DO 60 I=1,NUMIPT
      IF (TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
        ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
          ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
            END IF
          60 CONTINUE
        CP(I)=CHNIZ( 1)
      CP(I)=CHNIZ(2)
      CP(I)=CHNIZ(3)
        C
      ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 7) THEN
        DO 70 I=1,NUMIPT
          IF (TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
            ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
              ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
                END IF
              70 CONTINUE
            CP(I)=PPW( 1)
          CP(I)=PPW(2)
          CP(I)=PPW(3)
            C
          ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 8) THEN
            DO 80 I=1,NUMIPT
              IF (TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
                ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
                  ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
                    END IF
                  80 CONTINUE
                CP(I)=PPW( 1)
              CP(I)=PPW(2)
              CP(I)=PPW(3)
                C
              ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 9) THEN
                DO 90 I=1,NUMIPT
                  IF (TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDL) THEN
                    ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(1) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
                      ELSE IF (TEMP(1) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
                        END IF
                      90 CONTINUE
                    CP(I)=PPW( 1)
                  CP(I)=PPW(2)
                  CP(I)=PPW(3)
90 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 10) THEN
DO 100 I=1,NUMIPT
IF (TEMP(I)_LE_ TCONDL) THEN
CP(I)=FPW1(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I)_GT_ TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I)_LE_ TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=FPW2(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I)_GT_ TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=FPW3(I)
END IF
100 CONTINUE
CP(I)=PPW1(I)
CP(I)=PPW2(I)
CP(I)=PPW3(I)
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 11) THEN
DO 110 I=1,NUMIPT
IF (TEMP(I)_LE_ TCONDL) THEN
CP(I)=FPW1(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I)_GT_ TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I)_LE_ TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=FPW2(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I)_GT_ TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=FPW3(I)
END IF
110 CONTINUE
CP(I)=PPW1(I)
CP(I)=PPW2(I)
CP(I)=PPW3(I)
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 12) THEN
DO 120 I=1,NUMIPT
IF (TEMP(I)_LE_ TCONDL) THEN
CP(I)=FPW1(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I)_GT_ TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I)_LE_ TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=FPW2(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I)_GT_ TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=FPW3(I)
END IF
120 CONTINUE
CP(I)=PPW1(I)
CP(I)=PPW2(I)
CP(I)=PPW3(I)
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 13) THEN
DO 130 I=1,NUMIPT
IF (TEMP(I)_LE_ TCONDL) THEN
CP(I)=FPW1(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I)_GT_ TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I)_LE_ TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=FPW2(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I)_GT_ TCONDU) THEN
CP(I)=FPW3(I)
END IF
130 CONTINUE
CP(I)=PPW1(I)
CP(I)=PPW2(I)
CP(I)=PPW3(I)
C
ELSE IF (MATID .EQ. 21) THEN
DO 210 I=1,NUMIPT
IF (TEMP(I)_LE_ TCONDL) THEN
CP(I)=TSW23(I)
END IF
210 CONTINUE
CP(I)=PPW1(I)
CP(I)=PPW2(I)
CP(I)=PPW3(I)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDL .AND. TEMP(I) .LE. TCONDU) THEN
    CP(I)=TSW23(2)
ELSE IF (TEMP(I) .GT. TCONDU) THEN
    CP(I)=TSW23(3)
END IF

C
210 CONTINUE
C
END IF
C
RETURN
END
D.4 Thermal Property Subroutines Used for Geostatistical Calculations

Subroutine USRCON is used to provide thermal conductivity as a function of finite element node number. Subroutine USRDEN was used to provide density as a function of finite element node number. Both subroutines are presented below.

```fortran
SUBROUTINE USRCON (COND11,COND22,COND33,TEMP,SPEC,X,Y,Z,MATID, * NUMIPT,MSPEC,NSSPEC,TIME,KSTEP, * RCONST,ICONST,MXNDEL,ICON,KEL)
C
C ******************************************************************************
C
C COYOTE II USER SUBROUTINE
C
C SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN USING GEOSTATISTICAL DATA
C
C ******************************************************************************
C
SAVE
COMMON /MSHDAT/ NUMDIM,NUMELE,NUMNOD,NUMVAR,NUMDOF
C
PARAMETER( TCOND = 94.0, NDIMK = 9000 )
C
DIMENSION COND11(*), COND22(*), COND33(*)
DIMENSION TEMP(*), SPEC(MXSPEC,*), X(*), Y(*), Z(*)
DIMENSION RCONST(*), ICON(MXNDEL,*), ICONST(*)
DIMENSION TCW(2), PTNQ(2), TSW1(2), TSW23(2), CHN1V(2), 
1 CHN1Z(2), PFW(2)
DIMENSION NODE,COND(NDIM1)
DATA NOUT /54/
DATA IPASC /0/
C
C******************************************************************************
C
IF (IPASC .EQ. 0) THEN
  OPEN (UNIT=NOUT,FILE='con.dat',STATUS='OLD',FORM='FORMATTED')
  DO 200 I1 = 1, NUMNOD
    READ(NOUT,*) NODE, COND(I1)
  200 CONTINUE
  REWIND(UNIT=NOUT)
  CLOSE(UNIT=NOUT)
  IPASC = IPASC + 1
END IF
C
DO 10 I=1,NUMIPT
  INODE = ABS(ICON(1,KEL))
  COND11(I)=COND(INODE)
  COND22(I)=COND11(I)
10 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
```

```fortran
*DECK.USRDEN
SUBROUTINE USRDEN (RHO,TEMP,SPEC,XIP,YIP,ZIP,MATID,NUMIPT,MSPEC, * 
1 NSSPEC,TIME,KSTEP,RCONST,ICONST, * 
2 MXNDEL,ICON,KEL)
C
C ******************************************************************************
C
IF (IPASC .EQ. 0) THEN
  OPEN (UNIT=NOUT,FILE='con.dat',STATUS='OLD',FORM='FORMATTED')
  DO 200 I1 = 1, NUMNOD
    READ(NOUT,*) NODE, COND(I1)
  200 CONTINUE
  REWIND(UNIT=NOUT)
  CLOSE(UNIT=NOUT)
  IPASC = IPASC + 1
END IF
C
DO 10 I=1,NUMIPT
  INODE = ABS(ICON(1,KEL))
  COND11(I)=COND(INODE)
  COND22(I)=COND11(I)
10 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
```
C DESCRIPTION:
C USER SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE DENSITY FOR A MATERIAL AT THE
C ELEMENT INTEGRATION POINTS
C
C PARAMETERS:
C RHO (REAL) - Densities evaluated at the element
C integration points (output)
C TEMP (REAL) - Temperatures at the element integration
C points (input)
C SPEC (REAL) - Chemical species at the element integration
C points (input)
C XIP (REAL) - Coordinates for the element integration
C YIP points (input)
C ZIP
C
C
C TIME (REAL) - Current time (input)
C
C RCONST (REAL) - User constants (input)
C
C CALLED BY: ELMKF2, ELMKF3
C
C******************************************************************
SAVE
COMMON /MSHDAT/ NUMDIM,NUMEL,NUMNOD,NUMVAR,NUMDOF
C
PARAMETER (NDIM= 9000)
C
DIMENSION RHO(*), TEMP(*), SPEC(MXSPEC,*)
DIMENSION XIP(*), YIP(*), ZIP(*)
DIMENSION RCONST(*), ICONST(ICONMAXDEL,*)
DIMENSION DEN(NDIM)
C
DATA IPASDT/D30/
DATA NOUT /88/
C
C USER SUPPLIED FORTRAN CODE TO EVALUATE THE DENSITY VECTOR, RHO
C
IF (IPASD .EQ. 0) THEN
OPEN (UNIT=NOUT,FILE='den.dat',STATUS='OLD',FORM='FORMATTED')
DO 200 II = 1, NUMNOD
READ(NOUT,*) NODE, DEN(II)
200 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT=NOUT)
END IF
C
DO 10 II = 1 NUMIPT
INODE = ABS(ICON(1,KEL))
RHO(II) = DEN(INODE)
10 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
Information from the Reference Information Base Used in this Report:

All data obtained from the Reference Information Base are identified in the text.

Candidate Information for the Reference Information Base:

This report contains no candidate information for the Reference Information Base.

Candidate Information for the Geographic Nodal Information Study and Evaluation System:

This report contains no candidate information for the Geographic Nodal Information Study and Evaluation System.
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